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I.   INTRODUCTION 

In order to safeguard financial stability, regulators are endowed with special powers and typically 

enjoy broad discretion in exercising them. The aftermath of the financial crisis has, however, put 

forth failures and gaps in regulatory actions. In particular, regulators have been criticized for 

serving special interests—not only of the banks they regulate but also their own—rather than the 

interest of the general public (McCarty, Poole, and Rosenthal, 2013; Admati and Hellwig, 2014).1 

The resolution of failed banks in the United States is an important case in point. The Federal 

Deposit Insurance Corporation (FDIC) is tasked to efficiently handle bank failures and, to do so, 

is empowered to act independently, without interference from other agencies or courts, and to use 

its own discretion. However, this also raises concerns about transparency and fairness in the 

resolution process (Morrison, 2010). 

In this paper, we study how special interests, through lobbying by banks, affect the efficiency of 

bank resolution carried out by the FDIC. Lobbying may introduce private interests into the 

decision-making process and distort regulatory decisions through influence. However, it can also 

provide the FDIC with useful private information, making the resolution process more efficient. 

We use the sale of failed banks as a laboratory for our analysis. The FDIC routinely auctions failed 

banks to interested bidders.2 In an efficient resolution process this should result in ownership being 

transferred to the bidders that are best equipped to incorporate the new entity and have the highest 

valuation for it. At the same time, the sale should result in low resolution costs as stipulated by the 

“least-cost” test that requires the FDIC to seek solutions that minimize the burden on the Deposit 

Insurance Fund (DIF).3 

Our analysis is based on detailed information on failed-bank auctions over the period between 

2007 and 2014. We first provide clear evidence that bidding banks engaged in lobbying activities 

are in a better position to win an auction. Bidders lobbying banking regulators and, in particular, 

the FDIC at the time of the failure increase their probability of winning an auction by 26.4 

percentage points. We also find that the effectiveness of lobbying considerably depends on the 

type of lobbying employed, with the largest effects arising from the usage of revolving-door 

lobbyists and of lobbying contact with the FDIC.4 

                                                 
1 See for example Jo Becker and Gretchen Morgenson, “Geithner, Member and Overseer of Finance Club,” New York 

Times, April 26, 2009. 

2 During 2007–14 the FDIC auctioned off 471 banks (including Washington Mutual) with a combined total balance 

sheet size of about $636 billion, equal to around 5 percent of the size of the FDIC-insured banks in 2010. 

3 There are also potential systemic repercussions in a failed-bank auction, suggesting that a speedy and smooth transfer 

is of value. However, the average bank in our sample is fairly small, hence systemic arguments are of more limited 

importance. 

4 These results are robust to the extension of our sample to all prospective bidders (i.e., banks allowed to bid according 

to the FDIC initial criteria) for each failed-bank auction. Based on a Heckman-probit analysis, we find that lobbying 

positively impacts on the probability of winning an auction, while it does not affect the propensity of prospective 

bidders to self-select into an auction.   
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A potential explanation for our findings, unrelated to special interests, is that a bidder’s lobbying 

activity proxies for the ability to conduct acquisitions, in turn determining the probability of 

winning. We employ an instrumental variable approach to mitigate such endogeneity concerns, 

using lobbying activities that are not directed toward banking regulators as an instrument. The 

motivation is that lobbying entails high barriers to entry (Kerr, Lincoln, and Mishra, 2014; 

Drutman, 2015); hence a bank already engaged in the lobbying process is better positioned to lobby 

on a specific banking topic. At the same time, general lobbying unrelated to banking is unlikely to 

interfere with decisions undertaken by banking regulators and, in particular, the FDIC. We find 

that the instrumental variable estimates are consistent with our base estimates—both in terms of 

magnitude and statistical significance.  

Next, we study whether lobbying also affects the costs associated with bank failure. For this we 

compare the actual resolution costs to the costs that the FDIC would have incurred if another bid 

had been chosen. We show that the cost differential is significantly reduced, and is also more likely 

to be negative, when acquirers lobby. Lobbying acquirers thus seem to pay less than other bidders. 

The implied cost to the DIF is substantial. At 16.4 percent of the total resolution losses, it amounts 

to a total transfer from the DIF to lobbying bidders of $7.4 billion. 

Besides the auction outcome itself, we also examine the post-acquisition performance of acquirers. 

In a difference-in-differences setting, we first show evidence consistent with the expectation that 

acquisition of a failed bank improves efficiency as measured by return on assets and cost-to-asset 

ratio. However, we find that lobbying acquirers have substantially inferior efficiency outcomes 

relative to their non-lobbying counterparts. When we study the market response of the bidders 

surrounding the failed-bank acquisition announcement, we find results consistent with lower 

efficiency for lobbying acquirer. Their cumulative abnormal returns (CAR) around acquisition 

announcements are 0.9 percentage points lower, relative to the sample average acquirer CAR of 

2.1 percent. 

Our results speak to the channel through which special interests affect regulatory outcomes. In 

principle, there can be two opposing forces: lobbying can result in favorable treatment (rent-

seeking channel) but can also reveal useful information to regulators (informational channel). 

Distinguishing between these channels has proven difficult, as discussed by Facchini, Mayda, and 

Mishra (2011) and Igan and Mishra (2014), among others. Under the rent-seeking channel, the fact 

that lobbying allows banks to acquire other banks at lower prices suggests an economic 

misallocation as this may prevent the bank with the highest valuation from winning the auction. 

The auction results are also consistent with the informational channel: regulators may allocate 

banks at lower prices to bidders who have conveyed private information that convince the 

regulators that they are better suited to incorporate the acquired bank. However, the fact that 

lobbying banks underperform other acquirers appears inconsistent with such an efficiency-

improving role of bank lobbying. Instead, it is consistent with agency-type inefficiencies in the 

allocation of failed banks predicted by rent-seeking theories à la Shleifer and Vishny (1994). 

Taken together, our empirical analysis suggests that, in the context of bank resolution, regulatory 

discretion may have costs by providing an opening for special interests to influence the process. 

This, by no means, implies that giving regulators discretion is undesirable—the ability to 

incorporate private information and to react to new circumstances in a speedy manner provides 

important benefits for financial stability. Rather, the resolution process should be designed to 
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mitigate these costs by ensuring proper checks and balances. Specifically, discretionary powers of 

the resolution authority should be counterbalanced by a robust governance framework that 

establishes a strong accountability and transparency mechanism vis-à-vis the public and political 

bodies.5 In this context, our findings are relevant not only for the United States—where a 

framework for resolution of smaller banks is relatively well established and that for resolution of 

systemically important financial institutions has recently been reformed—but also for other 

jurisdictions (e.g., the European Union) where implementation of new comprehensive resolution 

frameworks is currently in progress (Philippon and Salord, 2017).  

 

Our paper is related to several strands of literature. First, it is part of the literature on the resolution 

of failed banks, which mostly focused on the savings and loan (S&L) crisis of the 1980s. James 

and Wier (1987) study how the setup of the FDIC auction and competition affect the sale price of 

failed bank assets, and report evidence of wealth transfers to winning bidders. Our findings 

confirm such wealth transfers and show that, in addition, their magnitude is related to bidders’ 

lobbying activities. In related work, Giliberto and Varaiya (1989) find that winning bids tend to 

increase with the number of competitors, consistent with the winner’s curse hypothesis. James 

(1991) shows that losses—measured as the difference between the book value of assets and the 

recovery value net of direct expenses related to the failure—are substantial, averaging 30 percent 

of the failed bank assets. We observe losses in similar magnitude in our sample.  

Another set of studies followed the 2008–09 financial crisis. Granja (2013) finds that regulators 

incur lower resolution costs when disclosure requirements for failed bank are more comprehensive, 

suggesting that such requirements help mitigate information asymmetries inherent to the auction 

process. Cole and White (2017) examine the timing of FDIC receivership and estimate the costs 

of forbearance to be almost 40 percent of the FDIC’s estimated costs of closure.6 Closer to our line 

of inquiry, the work by Granja, Matvos, and Seru (2017) document that the wedge between 

potential acquirers’ willingness to pay—as captured by their proximity with the failed bank in 

terms of location and lines of business—and ability to pay—as proxied by their capitalization—

distorts the allocation of failed banks. The authors conclude that frictions in the sale of failed bank 

                                                 
5 See IMF-WB (2009) and Claessens and Kodres (2014) for details on international standards and best practices for 

bank insolvency frameworks. Note that, while a high degree of accountability is desirable, how this is accomplished 

is also important. In particular, in relation to judicial review, international standards recommend that, to ensure 

speediness and effectiveness of the resolution actions, legal remedies and judicial action are limited in their scope and 

effects (e.g., review limited to the legality of the resolution actions and prohibiting reversal or annulment of the 

resolution actions). 

6 Kroszner and Strahan (1996) investigate the role of politics and the incentives of regulators to intervene in failing 

banks’ operations, and provide compelling evidence that regulators deferred the realization of costs in failing S&L 

associations (see also Kane, 1989). Also in the United States, Liu and Ngo (2014) show that political concerns play a 

significant role in the timing of bank failures over the period 1976–2010. Brown and Dinc (2005) find consistent 

evidence from a sample of large banks in 21 emerging countries, while Imai (2009) examines the case of Japan in 

1999–2002. Our paper adopts a different perspective and provides evidence of special interest politics being at play 

in the resolution of failed banks. 
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are significant. Our work shows that special interests are another source of distortion in the 

allocation of banks.7 

We also contribute to the literature on the political economy of the financial crises.8 Mian, Sufi, 

and Trebbi (2013) show that both special and constituent interests influenced public policy, leading 

to higher subprime mortgage lending in the years prior to the crisis. Igan and Mishra (2014) 

document that politically-targeted activities of the financial industry swayed legislators’ position 

toward deregulation between 1999 and 2006. Mian, Sufi, and Trebbi (2010) find that special 

interest campaign contributions from the financial services industry were positively associated to 

votes in favor of the Emergency Economic Stabilization Act of 2008, a bill which transferred 

wealth from taxpayers to the financial services industry (Veronesi and Zingales, 2010). A few 

studies focus, like we do, on bank lobbying activities. These studies provide evidence that lobbying 

banks were more likely to be bailed out (Duchin and Sosyura, 2012) and that they were less likely 

to face enforcement actions (Lambert, 2017), even though they took on more excessive risks in 

the run-up to the financial crisis (Igan, Mishra, and Tressel, 2012).9 Our results suggest that 

lobbying might not only have an effect prior to bank failure but also affects outcomes post failure. 

In that sense, our analysis relates to the literature on the optimal resolution of bank failures 

(Acharya and Yorulmazer, 2007, 2008; Walther and White, 2016). 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II gives information on the institutional 

background and the data used in the analysis. Section III presents the results of the empirical 

analysis on bidder lobbying and the probability of winning a FDIC-run auction. Section IV 

discusses whether the results can be interpreted as a sign of misallocation. Section V concludes. 

II.   INSTITUTIONAL BACKGROUND AND DATA 

A.   An Overview of the FDIC Resolution and Receivership Process  

The FDIC, together with the other federal agencies—the Federal Reserve (Fed) and the Office of 

the Comptroller of the Currency (OCC)—and state regulators, supervises banks, but also has the 

authority to resolve failing or failed institutions.10 When a bank is about to fail, the FDIC initiates 

its resolution process, which formally begins when it receives a notification (the failing bank letter) 

from the institution’s primary regulator. The main reasons for a failure are critical 

undercapitalization, insolvency, deposit runs, and implication in a severe case of fraud. Upon 

receiving the notification, the FDIC contacts the management of the failing institution and arranges 

                                                 
7 Therefore, our work is also related to the corporate finance literature on bankruptcy auctions. A partial list in this 

literature includes: Stromberg (2000), Thorburn (2000), and Eckbo and Thorburn (2008). 

8 See Lambert and Volpin (2017) for a survey of the literature. 

9 This evidence is consistent with other studies that show that banks paying higher fees are subject to more lenient 

regulation and, in the long run, have more loans defaulting (Kisin and Manela, 2016) and that banks are less likely to 

fail in the year leading up to a gubernatorial election (Liu and Ngo, 2014). 

10 Note that the regulatory overhaul following the 2008–09 financial crisis, enshrined in the Dodd-Frank Act of 2010, 

eliminated one of the regulators at the federal level, namely, the Office of Thrift Supervision (OTS). We have banks 

supervised by the OTS in our sample, given that the data set covers failures between 2007 and 2014. 
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for specialists to go to the bank to compile information in preparation for the closing. During this 

on-site visit, the specialists prepare an information package for potential bidders, perform an asset 

valuation review11 (subsequently used to set a reservation value on the sale), estimate the amount 

of uninsured deposits, determine the resolution method, and plan for the closing and receivership 

(FDIC, 2014, chapter 3). 

Using the information collected on site, the FDIC chooses the most appropriate resolution method 

to be offered. During the recent crisis, and for most of the FDIC’s history, the purchase and 

assumption (P&A) transaction has been the preferred resolution method—i.e., in more than 90 

percent of cases in our sample period. In a P&A transaction, a healthy financial institution agrees 

to purchase some or all of the assets of the failing depository institution and assumes some or all 

of the liabilities, including all insured deposits. This is performed through a process that resembles 

a first-price sealed bid auction. Other methods, including deposit payoffs and purchase and 

assumption of the insured deposits only (PIs), are usually considered by the FDIC when the auction 

does not attract any interested bidder or when bids revealed to be below its reservation value.  

After gathering the necessary information and determining the resolution method, the FDIC starts 

to confidentially market the failing institution to a group of approved potential bidders.12 This 

initial contact does not contain any identifiable information regarding the distressed institution. 

Then, a virtual data room—access to which is conditional on signing a confidentiality agreement—

is set up to provide potential bidders with details of the failing institution (loan review, schedules 

representing the value of the items on the balance sheet, operational information, legal documents, 

bidding procedure). If feasible, prospective bidders are also given the opportunity to review these 

information as part of their on-site due diligence. The FDIC is not required to reveal whom it 

invites for the bidding.  

After having completed due diligence, bidders submit their bids to the FDIC, generally one to two 

weeks before the scheduled closing. The bidders can place one or more sealed bids for the failed 

bank. A bid consists of, at least, two pricing terms: the first is the franchise value for the deposits 

(the premium) and the second is the amount for the assets. An additional element that may compose 

a bid is the terms of a potential loss-sharing agreement between the FDIC and the bidder over the 

subsequent losses on the assets transferred in the resolution process.13 The FDIC uses its 

proprietary least-cost test model to evaluate submitted bids and then selects the one, given the 

reservation value set by the FDIC, that is the least costly for the DIF, as mandated by the Federal 

Deposit Insurance Corporation Improvement Act of 1991 (FDICIA). The FDIC is, however, not 

required to disclose the specifics of these tests and, primarily based on systemic considerations, 

                                                 
11 The FDIC may hire contractors to complete this work. 

12 The qualifying criteria are the following: (1) be a financial institution or in the process of applying for a bank charter; 

(2) be well-capitalized; (3) possess a CAMELS rating of 1 or 2; (4) have a satisfactory anti-money-laundering record; 

(5) have a satisfactory Community Reinvestment Act (CRA) rating; (6) be sufficiently large (i.e., twice the size of the 

failed institution if located in the same state, even larger otherwise). See also Table A.1 in the appendix. 

13 Under a loss-sharing agreement, the FDIC agrees to absorb a portion of the loss on a specified pool of assets (i.e., 

commercial assets and residential mortgages), which maximizes asset recoveries and minimizes losses by preventing 

the FDIC of having to keep or take back large amounts of assets that it would then attempt to sell piecemeal under 

unfavorable market conditions (for details, see FDIC, 2003, chapter 7; FDIC, 2014, chapter 4). 
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has recourse to legal exemptions through which it may choose a bid without the least-cost test, 

thus taking into account unobserved, complex considerations (IMF, 2015).14 Arguably, it is 

especially in these circumstances under which private information is more valuable and public 

interest appraisal is more complicated that the FDIC exerts most of its discretionary powers.  

Once the FDIC board of directors approves the resolution transaction, the final step is the closing 

of the bank, and the appointing of the FDIC as receiver. Immediately after closure, the FDIC 

informs the public of the institution’s closing, and announces the winning bidder together with an 

estimate of the cost of resolving the failed institution. The FDIC as receiver is responsible for 

settling the affairs of the failed institution, which comprises transferring to the acquirer the assets 

purchased and deposits assumed, and to the extent possible, satisfying the creditor claims against 

the receivership. An insured depository institution is generally placed in receivership within 90 

days, not including the settlement timeframes which can take much longer (Hynes and Walt, 2010). 

Despite the expedient and orderly resolution of the vast majority of failed banks, the FDIC took a 

loss on most failures since the beginning of the crisis; the cumulated loss so far adds up to $75 

billion.  

To fulfil this mission as receiver, Congress has entrusted the FDIC with complete responsibility 

and has also conferred protections and plenary power over the process.15 The FDIC is not subject 

to the direction or supervision of any other executive agency, state, or court in the operation of the 

receivership, which allows the FDIC to use its discretion in determining the most effective 

resolution of failed institutions. The most significant of these powers fall into the following 

categories (FDIC, 2014, chapter 5): (1) determining whether to allow or disallow claims; (2) 

repudiating contracts that are deemed to be burdensome; (3) placing litigation on hold; (4) avoiding 

fraudulent conveyances; and (5) using special defenses. The latter point (5), for instance, protects 

the FDIC by prohibiting courts from issuing injunctions or similar equitable relief to restrain the 

receiver from completing its resolution or liquidation activities.  

B.   Bank Lobbying Activities in the United States 

Lobbying is pervasive in the American democratic process (Drutman, 2015) and, in particular, 

constitutes the bulk of politically-targeted spending aimed at influencing policies and regulatory 

decisions (Kerr, Lincoln, and Mishra, 2014). Lobbyists attempt to sway the influence of regulators 

                                                 
14 Title XI of the Dodd-Frank Act curtailed the systemic risk exception authority of the FDIC. This authority can now 

only be used for insured depository institutions placed into receivership and wound down and not used for open bank 

assistance. That said, Title II broadens the resolution powers granted to the FDIC in the resolution of systemically 

important financial institutions and, specifically, gives it broad discretionary power for selecting the appropriate 

resolution measures to be taken. Non-systemic banks represent the vast majority of failed banks in our sample. Hence, 

this seeming loss of discretion is less likely to apply to the cases we study. 

15 To protect its independence, the FDIC receives no congressional appropriations and instead is funded by premiums 

that banks and thrifts pay for deposit insurance coverage and from earnings on investments in U.S. Treasury securities. 

That said, the five people that form the FDIC board of directors are all appointed by the President and confirmed by 

the Senate, with no more than three being from the same political party. Bovenzi (2015) provides an account of a long-

term account of the interactions of senior supervisory officials, political appointees, elected representatives, and the 

banking industry. 
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and politicians on specific issues, using a combination of contacts, expertise, persuasion and public 

relations skills. Banking interests are particularly well represented by lobbyists, whether external 

or in-house. In 2009, at the height of the crisis, commercial banks alone spent approximately $50 

million in hiring lobbyists, which is five times the money they spent on campaign contributions 

over the same year. Regarding banks that are allowed to bid in an auction (i.e., banks satisfying 

the qualifying criteria laid out in footnote 11), the amounts spent on lobbying are about four times 

larger (Figure 1). In 2009, again, lobbyists specifically targeted the FDIC 120 times, and about 

800 times between 2007 and 2014.16 

Legally, a lobbying contact is defined as “any oral or written communication (including an 

electronic communication) to a covered executive branch official or a covered legislative branch 

official that is made on behalf of a client with regard to (i) the formulation, modification, or 

adoption of Federal legislation (including legislative proposals); (ii) the formulation, modification, 

or adoption of a Federal rule, regulation, Executive order, or any other program, policy, or position 

of the United States Government; (iii) the administration or execution of a Federal program or 

policy (including the negotiation, award, or administration of a Federal contract, grant, loan, 

permit, or license); or (iv) the nomination or confirmation of a person for a position subject to 

confirmation by the Senate” (Lobbying Disclosure Act [2 U.S.C. 1602]). The definition under (iii) 

is, in our analysis, the type of activity we are interested in. 

The Lobbying Disclosure Act of 1995 (LDA), by bringing a certain level of accountability to 

federal lobbying practices, imposes lobbyists to register and report periodically information on 

their activities to the Senate Office of Public Records (SOPR). The information that external and 

in-house lobbyists have to disclose includes the amount of money they receive by their clients as 

well as the issues and the officials (at the agency level) targeted. Another feature of the disclosed 

information is that the identity of lobbyists hired by a particular firm to lobby a particular agency 

on a particular issue is known. Hence, it is possible to categorize different lobbyists based on their 

previous work experience. In the literature, a commonly used concept has been that of the 

“revolving door” whereby former members of Congress, staffers, and public sector employees 

leave their posts to become lobbyists.17 

The information available through lobbying disclosure filings helps thus determine the economic 

motivation behind the lobbying effort, the branch of the government targeted, and lobbyists’ past 

employment at banking regulators. In other words, one can observe which bank hired which 

lobbyist to contact which agency, allowing a detailed examination of whether bank lobbying 

activities have a bearing on failed-bank auction outcomes. 

                                                 
16 Sourced from www.opensecrets.org (last accessed: May 2017). 

17 Bertrand, Bombardini, and Trebbi (2014) document the importance of the connections built through the revolving 

door in determining what issues a lobbyist is hired to work on. Blanes i Vidal, Draca, and Fons-Rosen (2012) show 

that lobbyists who worked for legislators in the past generate more revenue.  

 

http://www.opensecrets.org/
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C.   Sample Composition, Data Sources, and Key Variables 

Our empirical analysis combines data on each government-assisted deal from SNL Financial and 

publicly available information released by the FDIC on these deals.18 We obtain from these sources 

information on the identities of failed banks and acquirers, bidding information, P&A terms, 

estimated costs of resolution, and, if available, the identities of other bidders.19 The shaded area of 

Figure 2 shows the time distribution of all failed banks in our sample, while Table 1 presents the 

construction of the auction sample. From 2007 to 2014, our period of interest, the FDIC acted as 

the receiver for 522 commercial and savings banks and chose the P&A transaction as the resolution 

method in 470 of cases. We drop from our analysis 39 cases without auction disclosures occurring 

prior to May 2009 as well as the P&A transaction of Home National Bank, which involved two 

acquirers.20 We exclude assistance transactions (13 cases), direct payoffs (26), and PIs (13), 

because there are no auction data available.21 We end up with a sample composed of 430 P&A 

transactions, accounting for $278.3 billion of aggregate total assets. Table 1 also reports that 65.8 

percent of the FDIC-run auctions attract bids from at least two eligible institutions, out of which 

43.1 percent records four or more bidders. 

We obtain financial characteristics of both failed and bidding banks from the Quarterly Report on 

Condition and Income (or Call Report) filings. These Call Reports provide detailed information 

on the size, capital structure, and asset composition for each commercial and savings bank, while 

SNL Financial provides further information on bank characteristics and an estimation of banks’ 

CAMELS rating.22 Moreover, we compute various measures of bidders’ proximity to failed banks 

using information from the Summary of Deposits database provided by the FDIC. 

We use lobbying disclosure filings of SOPR to identify banks that are engaged in lobbying. The 

version of the data used comes from the Center for Responsive Politics (CRP).23 We merge CRP 

data with the SNL Financial database using a name-matching procedure (i.e., an algorithm that 

                                                 
18 FDIC data are retrieved from www.fdic.gov/bank/individual/failed/banklist.html (last accessed: April 2016).  

19 The FDIC discloses on its website the identities and bidding information of all bidders. Note, however, that we can 

only obtain the identities of acquirers (winning bidders) and cover bidders (second place). For the remaining bidders, 

the FDIC provides a list of bidder names without linking to specific bidding information. Nonetheless, we compile 

the sample of actual bidders including all the bidders disclosed by the FDIC. We match the names of bidder banks 

with the FDIC institution directory to identify each bidder with a FDIC certification number. For each bidder, we 

identify several potential matches in the institution directory using fuzzy matching algorithms based on spelling and 

phonetic distances. Then we go over each matched pair based on bank names, cities, and states to confirm the 

automated match. For bidder names without a match, we use manual searches to identify a match.  

20 Before that date little was known about other bidders and their bidding prices. From November 2009, the FDIC, in 

compliance with the Freedom of Information Act (FOIA), began to disclose all the bids in auctions subsequent to May 

2009. The information disclosed by the FDIC increased due to the change in the FDIC’s internal policy under public 

pressure. Before the change, one needed to file a FOIA request to obtain such information.  

21 There is also an economic reason to exclude these transactions: the FDIC opted for these resolution methods because 

there were no potential acquirers. 

22 CAMELS—officially, Uniform Financial Institutions Rating System (UFIRS)—is an abbreviation for the 

supervisory rating system U.S. regulators have developed to assess a bank’s condition, based on its Capital adequacy, 

Asset quality, Management, Earnings, Liquidity, and Sensitivity to market risk. Ratings are not released to the public 

but general information on the system is available here: www.fdic.gov/regulations/laws/rules/5000-900.html.  

23 See the CRP website (www.opensecrets.org) for more details.  

http://www.fdic.gov/bank/individual/failed/banklist.html
http://www.fdic.gov/regulations/laws/rules/5000-900.html
http://www.opensecrets.org/
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finds common words) enabling us to generate a list of potential matches between the names in 

CRP and SNL Financial. We then manually check whether the pairs of name strings are actual 

matches with current and historical bank names via eyeballing, web searches, and additional 

information provided in disclosure filings. We also assign the lobbying activities from the parent 

institution, if any, to an individual bank because individual banks may benefit from the lobbying 

done by their parent without necessarily lobbying on their own. The main lobbying variables used 

in the analysis (see Table A.1 in the appendix for definitions) are constructed with the following 

information from lobbying disclosure filings: the name of the registrant (i.e., the lobbying firm) 

and the name of the client (in case of in-house lobbying the bank is the registrant and client); the 

annual amount the client pays, which is calculated by the CRP by summing the information in 

quarterly reports; and the name of agencies lobbied. First, we construct a variable that captures the 

bidder lobbying status during the current year of the bank failure date. More specifically, this is an 

indicator variable that takes the value of 1 if the bank lobbies the Treasury or any of the following 

relevant banking regulators: FDIC, Fed, OCC, and OTS. Second, we construct a variable that 

reflects the intensity with which a bank lobbies. This variable is the dollar amount of lobbying 

expenditures directed specifically toward the Treasury and the aforementioned banking regulators. 

Third, we create several other lobbying variables using additional information from the lobbying 

disclosure filings that are presented and discussed in Section III.C. 

D.   Descriptive Statistics 

In Table 2 we present descriptive statistics of the main variables used in our analysis for failed 

banks (Panel A) and their bidders (Panel B). The vast majority of failed banks in our sample are 

state chartered (73 percent).24 At the time of the failure, the median failed bank’s total assets are 

$203.5 million, with a high standard deviation of $1.4 billion. Bank failures impose substantial 

costs on the FDIC: the median cost of a sold failed bank in our sample is 23.5 percent of total 

assets of the failed bank, with a significant dispersion (standard deviation of 12.5 percent).25 

Similar insights apply for the net discount, as defined by the difference between the asset discount 

and the deposit premium of the winning bid (standardized by total assets of the failed bank). In 

levels, the average cost of resolution amounts to $92.9 million, with a median of $41.2 million and 

a standard deviation of $153.1 million. The resolution of bank failures in our sample led to DIF 

costs of approximately $45 billion.   

Comparing the characteristics of failed banks with bidding banks reveals interesting patterns. 

Bidding banks are, as expected, much larger than sold failed banks. The average bidding bank’s 

assets are $8.8 billion with a standard deviation of $3.3 billion, while the average failed bank’s 

assets amount to $605.3 million (standard deviation of $1.4 billion). Bidding banks are also well 

capitalized (average Tier 1 capital ratio of 15.8) and have no significant regulatory concerns (an 

                                                 
24 From the 430 P&A transactions in Table 1, 265 (untabulated) concerns state-chartered banks supervised by the Fed. 

State non-member banks and savings institutions (chartered and supervised by the FDIC) account for 63 of the 

transactions. Federally chartered banks (supervised by the OCC) are observed in 63 cases, while thrifts make up the 

remainder with 39 P&A transactions at the time the OTS still existed. 

25 Bank failures typically represent a cost to the DIF because the FDIC, as the receiver of the failed institution, must 

liquidate assets that have declined substantially in value while, at the same time, making good on the institution’s 

deposit obligations. The cost is calculated as the difference between the liabilities of the failed bank and the market 

value of its assets net of expenses incurred by the FDIC.  
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average estimated CAMELS rating of 1.6). Bidding banks are located relatively close to failed 

banks with an average distance of 225 kilometers away from each other. Failed banks show on 

average a higher proportion of residential real estate loans (approximately 55 percent of their asset 

portfolio), though the bulk of lending from all banks in our sample tilts to real estate.  

Many bidders are engaged in lobbying in 2007-2014 (18 percent of all bidders) as well as at the 

time of a target bank failure (12 percent). The proportion of lobbying banks in our sample is thus 

quite high given the high entry barriers to beginning to lobby (Bombardini, 2008; Kerr, Lincoln, 

and Mishra, 2014). The average lobbying expenditures (on any issues) in our sample are $86,720, 

with a significant dispersion (standard deviation of $338,800). Focusing on lobbying bidders only, 

they spent on average approximately $710,000 (i.e., 42.56 ÷ 0.06 in Panel B) on lobbying 

expenditures targeted at regulators during the year of the failure, again with a significant 

dispersion.  

In Table 3 we compare characteristics of auction winners (i.e., acquirers) with auction losers. We 

note that acquirers tend to be located closer to failed banks relative to other bidders, consistent 

with Granja, Matvos, and Seru (2017). However, winners and losers do not appear to differ on 

many other characteristics but their lobbying activities. Acquiring banks tend to lobby significantly 

more than other bidders. The winner lobbying status is on average 5 percentage points higher than 

the one of losers. Acquirer’s average lobbying expenditures targeted at banking regulators are 

almost doubling that of a loser (𝑒0.66 = 1.93). Interestingly, winners also tend on average to satisfy 

less the FDIC qualifying criteria (see the five proxies we used in Table A.1) than losers. Figure 3 

shows the lobbying activities by all bidding banks surrounding the bank failure date: auction 

winners (solid line) are consistently engaged in more lobbying activities than losers (dashed line). 

In Figure 4 we present the histogram of failed banks’ total assets and further highlight the 

frequencies with which failed banks are acquired by banks engaged in lobbying. Moreover, we 

can observe that the distribution is skewed to the right (darker shaded bars), indicating that 

lobbying banks tend to acquire the largest failed banks. The solid line in Figure 4 shows this even 

more clearly by displaying the proportion of failed banks eventually acquired by a lobbying 

institution in a corresponding size range. In summary, these differences in means reported in Table 

3 and the graphical illustrations in Figure 3 suggest that failed banks are likely to be sold to banks 

engaged in lobbying activities. We formalize these insights with the regression analysis to follow. 

III.   EMPIRICAL RESULTS ON FAILED-BANK AUCTIONS AND BIDDER LOBBYING  

A.   Baseline Results 

To evaluate the effect of lobbying on the probability that a bidder wins a FDIC-run auction, we 

use 𝛷(∙) denoting a probit and estimate the specification  

Pr(𝑤𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑗𝑡 = 1) = 𝛷(𝛼 + 𝛽𝑙𝑗𝑡 + 𝛤𝑗𝑋𝑗𝑡 + 𝛤𝑖𝑗𝑋𝑖𝑗𝑡 + 𝜇𝑖 + 𝜇𝑡 + 𝜀𝑖𝑗𝑡),        (1) 

in which 𝑤𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑗𝑡 is a dummy variable equal to 1 if a bidder j acquired failed bank i at time t, and 0 

if not. 𝛼 is a constant term. 𝑙𝑗𝑡 is a measure of bidder j’s lobbying activities, usually either taking 

the value of 1 when the bidder directs its lobbying toward a banking regulator or calculated as the 

log of 1 plus the lobbying expenditures on banking regulators, measured in thousand dollars. 𝑋𝑗𝑡 

is a vector of control variables that always includes the following financial characteristics of bidder 
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j in the quarter prior to the failure date t: Size, Liquidity Ratio, Tier 1 Capital Ratio, NPL Ratio, 

OREO Ratio, CRE Loans, C&I Loans, and Residential Loans. 𝑋𝑖𝑗𝑡 is another vector of variables 

of proximity between a failed bank 𝑖 and a bidder 𝑗, which always includes the variable Distance, 

calculated as the log of the average distance of the branch network of the bidding bank j from the 

branch network of the failed bank i, and Change in HHI, calculated as the average increase in local 

deposit market concentration across failed bank branch locations.26 𝜇𝑖 and 𝜇𝑡 represent a full set of 

failed bank and quarter fixed effects. The failed bank fixed effects 𝜇𝑖 ensure that our results are 

not driven by the characteristics of the bank being sold and its auction process, while quarter fixed 

effects 𝜇𝑡 control for any macro movements. The coefficient of interest is 𝛽, which measures the 

effect of lobbying on the probability that a bidder wins a FDIC-run auction. 𝜀𝑖𝑗𝑡 is the error term.27 

Throughout the main text, we report standard errors clustered at the level of the state where the 

failed bank’s headquarters is located. In unreported results, we have bootstrapped standard errors 

obtained using 1,000 draws with replacement, and confirm that our results are robust.  

Table 4 shows our basic regressions, estimates of equation (1). The results across columns 1-4 

confirm the intuition from Figure 3 that lobbying is positively associated with the probability of 

acquiring a failed bank. Column 1 is the most parsimonious specification regressing the probability 

of winning an auction on our lobbying dummy variable and both quarter and state fixed effects, 

meaning that all auctions (even with only one bidder) are considered. The probit estimate of 𝛽 

yields a marginal effect of 0.1858 (s.e.= 0.0648), statistically significant at the 1-percent level. In 

column 2, we estimate the same specification as in column 1 but we replace state fixed effects by 

failed bank fixed effects 𝜇𝑖, which allow for within auction differences in lobbying status of 

bidders to the failed bank. The inclusion of 𝜇𝑖 implies that auctions with only one bidder are 

dropped. The average marginal effect estimate on lobbying status is 0.3425 (s.e.=0.0648), 

statistically significant at the 1-percent level.  

Column 3 is our standard specification, which adds controls for financial characteristics of bidders, 

their distance to the failed bank, and change in market concentration. The result on lobbying is 

statistically and economically meaningful. The estimate, 0.2640 (s.e.=0.0680), implies that 

targeted lobbying on regulators increases the probability of winning the auction by 26.4 percentage 

points. Column 4 mirrors the specification in column 3 but turns to estimating the effect of 

lobbying expenditures. The coefficient estimate on lobbying expenditures is 0.0208 (s.e.=0.0051), 

again statistically significant at the 1-percent level. In economic terms, a one-standard-deviation 

increase in targeted lobbying expenditures on regulators (3.17) leads to an increase in the 

probability that a bidder wins the auction by 6.6 percentage points.28 

                                                 
26 All our results presented in the next sections are robust to the inclusion of other variables in 𝑋𝑗𝑡 (Core Deposits, 

State Bank, Estimated CAMELS Rating) and 𝑋𝑖𝑗𝑡  (Prospective Bidder, Distance X Loans), respectively. We do not 

report them in the paper for brevity reasons.  

27 As a robustness check, we also run conditional fixed-effect logit regressions 𝛷(⋯ |𝜇𝑖) in which bidder-failed bank 

pairs are grouped by the failed bank i and the likelihood is calculated relative to each group (𝜇𝑖 denotes the fixed effect 

for failed bank i). The results obtained are very similar and, thus, not reported for brevity reasons.  

28 It is worthwhile emphasizing that we address self-selection bias in Table A.2 in the appendix by performing a 

Heckman-probit analysis. Bidders may indeed self-select to bid upon the invitation from the FDIC to join an auction, 

raising concerns that our results do not apply to a representative prospective bidder. Based on the qualifying criteria 
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The evidence from control variables in columns 3 and 4 shows that winning bidders are relatively 

larger and less liquidity-constrained than losers. By contrast, the coefficient on capitalization (as 

measured by Tier 1 Capital Ratio) is not statistically distinguishable from zero, suggesting that 

actual bidders do not differ much in their ability to pay for the failed bank (see Granja, Matvos, 

and Seru, 2017). The coefficient estimate on geographical distance indicates that bidders that are 

located farther from a failed bank have a lower probability of acquiring it. 

Overall, these results suggest that the odds for a bidder of winning a FDIC-run auction are 

positively associated with the bidder’s lobbying status and expenditures. Next, we address 

potential endogeneity concerns by devising an instrumental variable (IV) strategy. 

B.   Instrumental Variable Results 

One potential concern with the results above is that the variable of interest 𝑙𝑗𝑡 is correlated with 

the error term 𝜀𝑖𝑗𝑡, leading to inconsistent and biased estimates of 𝛽. Bidder-specific omitted 

factors might drive both lobbying activities and the auction process, affecting both 𝑙𝑗𝑡 and 

Pr(𝑤𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑗𝑡 = 1). For example, lobbying activities of bidders could simply proxy for their ability 

and expertise in acquiring and integrating other institutions, increasing their probability of 

winning. Arguably, lobbying might also be the result of the bidder’s expectation and willingness 

to win the auction, rather than its driver. These challenges are not unique to our data, but are likely 

concerns with any data where lobbying and auction outcomes are simultaneously observed.  

We address these concerns in Table 5 by exploiting variation in bidder lobbying activities that is 

exogenous to the auction process of the failed bank. Kerr, Lincoln, and Mishra (2014) demonstrate 

that firms’ lobbying decision engenders high upfront costs, which creates an option value 

associated with continuing to lobby over time.29 Once firms get into the lobbying process, they 

tend to stay in because they would prefer not to incur these upfront (sunk) costs to set up a lobbying 

operation again in the near future. The propensity of a bank j to lobby in general (i.e., on any issue 

area and regulatory bodies) highly conditions the lobbying done on failed bank acquisitions in a 

specific point in time. We exploit bidder lobbying activities (i.e., status or expenditures) not 

directed toward relevant banking regulators in the context of FDIC-run auctions to instrument for 

targeted lobbying activities at the relevant regulators. This instrument thus likely satisfies the 

exclusion restriction by construction. Furthermore, there are few reasons to believe that lobbying 

on regulators and political bodies that are unrelated to bankruptcy and finance would directly 

interfere with the decisions of banking regulators and, in particular, the FDIC. 

                                                 
reported in Table A.1, we extend the bidder sample to all prospective bidders for each failed-bank auction. We then 

employ the Heckman-probit method, for which both the dependent variable (𝑤𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑗𝑡) and participation variable (𝑏𝑖𝑑𝑖𝑗𝑡) 

are binary. The specifications mirror the ones of Table 4, while the specifications on bidding probability further add 

bidder fixed effects. From the regression output in Table A.2, it can be seen that the estimations of lobbying on the 

probability of winning are qualitative similar than in Table 4. At the same time, we do not find that lobbying 

significantly affects banks’ propensity to participate into an auction. The Wald tests also fail to reject the null, 

suggesting that our probit estimations reported in Table 4 are appropriate. 

29 These upfront costs are, for instance, searching for and hiring the right lobbyists and, once hired, educating them 

about the bank’s interests and agenda, learning about the complexity of the political process and exploring how best 

to attempt to affect it, etc. This is discussed at length in Drutman (2015). 
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We construct an instrument, derived from the above intuition, measuring lobbying on any political 

or regulatory bodies other than the Treasury, FDIC, Fed, OCC, OTS, for each bidder in our sample. 

The instrument is—depending on the instrumented variable used—either equal to 1 if the bidder j 

lobbies on any non-banking regulators at time t and 0 otherwise, or is the log of 1 plus the lobbying 

expenditures directed toward any non-banking regulators at time t, measured in thousand dollars. 

We also include the same set of control variables (Size, Liquidity Ratio, Tier 1 Capital Ratio, NPL 

Ratio, OREO Ratio, CRE Loans, C&I Loans, Residential Loans, Distance, Change in HHI) and 

fixed effects (𝜇𝑖 and 𝜇𝑡) in the first stage and again cluster the standard errors at the level of the 

state of the failed bank’s headquarters. Non-regulator lobbying is, as expected, positively 

associated with lobbying on banking regulators in both models of Table 5. The first-stage estimates 

are statistically significant at the 1-percent level.  

The second-stage results show that our inferences from Table 4 remain the same. In Model (1) we 

estimate equation (1) while instrumenting our dummy variable of banking regulator lobbying with 

a dummy variable of non-banking regulator lobbying and the same control variables and fixed 

effects as before. The IV-probit estimate of the marginal effect of our lobbying dummy variable is 

in line with the probit estimate of Table 4, though it results in a slight fall in the coefficient to 

0.2183 (s.e.=0.0949).30 Economically, this implies that targeted lobbying on regulators increases 

the probability of winning by 21.8 percentage points. In Model (2) we instrument instead lobbying 

expenditures on banking regulators using the corresponding instrument in dollar value. Again, the 

IV-probit estimate mirrors the baseline estimate from Table 4, and gives a smaller estimate of 

0.0175 (s.e.=0.0078). Comparing this estimate with the corresponding probit estimate in Table 4 

column 4 shows that it is about 15 percent smaller. The small sample size may also affect the 

validity of our inferences here. We accordingly adopt a bootstrap procedure (unreported), which 

is particularly useful in our case since our auction sample, though rather small, represents very 

closely the (distribution of the) population. Inferences drawn using bootstrapped standard errors 

show that IV coefficients on both lobbying variables are statistically stronger. 

We also report at the bottom of Table 5 the Wald statistic and p-value for the test of the null 

hypothesis of no endogeneity; that is, testing whether the correlation parameter 𝜌 is equal to zero. 

We fail to reject the null in both models (test statistics are insignificant), suggesting that probit 

regressions from Table 4 are appropriate.  

C.   Alternative Lobbying Measures 

In Table 6 we examine various alternative channels through which lobbying may generate an 

advantage to win an auction conducted by the FDIC in 2007-2014. Throughout the table, we use 

our standard specification of column 3 in Table 4, and sequentially add different lobbying 

measures. 

First, lobbyists differ in terms of network that they can deploy to reach out regulators. An important 

characteristic in this respect is the lobbyist’s past employment experience at any of the relevant 

banking regulators or membership at financial subcommittees of the Congress. In column 1 we 

investigate the relevance of this characteristic, best known as the “revolving-door” status of 

lobbyists. The coefficient estimate is 0.5850 (s.e.=0.0767), statistically significant at the 1-percent 

                                                 
30 The estimation result is qualitatively similar if a bivariate probit model is used. 
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level. The economic effect is considerable: Revolving-door lobbyists increase the probability of 

winning by more than 50 percentage points. In column 2 we include instead a dummy variable 

equal to 1 if (0 if not) the bidder directs its lobbying toward banking regulators in combination 

with the help of a revolving-door lobbyists. Unsurprisingly, the effect is economically stronger 

(𝛽=0.7047; s.e.=0.1432) than in regression model estimated in column 1, suggesting that lobbyists 

influence more easily the decisions of regulators for which they used to work.  

Second, thus far we have investigated bidders’ lobbying at the time of the failure without 

considering their past lobbying activities. In columns 3 and 4, we evaluate the impact of lobbying 

performed during the eight quarters prior to the failure date employing, similarly as before, a 0–1 

indicator and a dollar-value variable, respectively. The coefficient estimates are statistically 

significant at the 1-percent level, and of slightly larger magnitude than their counterparts in Table 

4. 

Third, since the FDIC has complete control over the receivership process, one could argue that the 

FDIC is the regulatory authority that really matters when it comes to influencing the auction 

outcome. In columns 5 and 6, we respectively use a 0–1 indicator and a dollar-value variable 

capturing the lobbying directed specifically toward the FDIC. The results reveal to be consistent 

in terms of order of magnitude and statistical significance. For instance, the estimate in column 5, 

0.2477 (s.e.=0.0618), means that lobbying targeted at the FDIC increases the probability of 

winning a failed-bank auction by 24.8 percentage points. This indicates that an important part of 

the effect of lobbying shows up when the bidder establishes a lobbying contact directly with FDIC 

agents. 

D.   Auction Competition 

A simple look at Table 1 reveals that competition between bidders varies across auctions, with 

auctions gathering as little as one bidder to auctions involving a dozen of bidders. Although our 

standard specification includes failed bank fixed effects which control for auction-specific factors 

such as competition, we conclude the analysis of this section by further examining whether the 

competitive process of an auction drives the probability of winning of lobbying bidders. Table 7 

presents the results, and shows that the effect of lobbying continues to hold regardless of auction 

competition. 

Specifically, in column 1 we split the sample between auctions according to the number of bidders 

involved; that is, two bidders and more than two bidders. Our independent variables of interest are 

the interaction terms between our lobbying dummy variable and a dummy variable taking the value 

of 1 if the number of bidders participating in the auction is two (or strictly above two). Both 

interactions terms enter positively and statistically significantly in the regression model (i.e. our 

standard specification).31 The coefficient estimate is larger for the interaction considering only two 

bidders: 0.6799 versus 0.1786. In column 2 we split the sample differently. We analyze auctions 

including two bidders, three bidders, and four bidders, and strictly more than four bidders, 

respectively. Again, the results are consistent. Note, however, that the interaction term with the 

                                                 
31 We follow Norton, Wang, and Ai (2004) to estimate the average marginal effects and standard errors. Because their 

recommended Stata command does not deal with multiple interactions, we use the more flexible MARGINS command 

(see also Berger and Bouwman, 2013). 
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dummy variable of more than four bidders turns out to be statistically insignificant at conventional 

levels, possibly due to the resulting lack of statistical power. In columns 3 and 4, we replicate this 

strategy by interacting instead our dollar-value lobbying variable. The result obtained provides 

similar insights than in columns 1 and 2. All in all, our results here indicate that the effect of 

lobbying persists whatever the competition between bidders, with a more pronounced effect 

(though unsurprisingly) the lower the competition is.  

IV.   ASSESSING THE (MIS)ALLOCATION OF FAILED BANKS DUE TO LOBBYING 

A.   Acquirers’ Bids and Resolution Costs 

As documented previously, selling failed banks leads to important costs for the FIDC that may 

greatly vary across bank resolutions. In this section, we explore whether selling failed banks to 

lobbying acquirers affects FDIC losses. A simple cut in the data reported in Figure 5 suggests that 

this is the case. It shows the distribution of resolution costs contrasted with the size of sold failed 

banks in our sample that we split according to the lobbying status of the acquirer. The median 

resolution cost of failed banks sold to acquirers engaged in lobbying amounts to $96.4 million, 

which is much higher than for failed banks sold to non-lobbying acquirers (median of $36.4 

million).  

Next, we compare the resolution cost resulting from an actual transaction to what the FDIC would 

have incurred if another bid would have been chosen, and gauge whether lobbying affects this 

differential. The submitted bids to the FDIC have two parts: (1) the discount the bidder requires 

for acquiring the failed bank’s assets; and (2) the premium the bidder is prepared to pay for 

assuming the deposits. The difference between the two parts represents the net discount offered by 

the bidder on the failed bank’s assets and liabilities. A higher (positive) net discount means a higher 

net payment from the FDIC to the acquirer.32 Here we study the relationship between bidder 

lobbying and the difference in net discount between the acquirer and the bidder whom the FDIC 

viewed as the second best (i.e., the cover bidder). Importantly, looking at the net discount 

differential also mitigates concerns about unobserved failed-bank characteristics potentially 

correlated with the resolution process. We perform OLS regressions of the following specification: 

𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑡𝑠 = 𝛼 + 𝛽𝑙𝑖𝑡 + 𝛤𝑋𝑖𝑡𝑠 + 𝜇𝑡 + 𝜇𝑠 + 𝜀𝑖𝑡𝑠,        (2) 

in which i denotes a sold failed bank, t a quarter and s a state. The dependent variable, 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑡𝑠, is 

the difference in net discount between the acquirer and the cover bidder, standardized by total 

assets of the failed bank. The net discount differential gives an indication of the incremental loss 

(gain) for the DIF that should have been realized if the FDIC Board had selected the cover bid. 𝑙𝑖𝑡 

is a measure capturing the lobbying (i.e., status and expenditures) of both the acquirer and the 

cover bidder.  𝑋𝑖𝑡𝑠 controls for failed bank’s characteristics including the variables Size, Liquidity 

Ratio, Tier 1 Capital Ratio, NPL Ratio, OREO Ratio, CRE Loans, C&I Loans, and Residential 

Loans. Moreover, 𝑋𝑖𝑡𝑠 contains bid characteristics of both acquirer and cover bidder, namely 

                                                 
32 As an example, suppose that the acquirer views the failed bank’s assets with a book value of $100 as being worth 

$75, but assumes responsibility for $100 in deposits for which he is prepared to pay $10, then the payment from the 

FDIC to the acquirer will be of $15 (i.e., the net discount). 
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dummy variables taking the value of 1 if (0 if not) the deal is for all loans and deposits of the failed 

bank, and other dummy variables taking the value of 1 if (0 if not) the transaction includes a loss-

sharing agreement between the FDIC and the acquirer. 𝑋𝑖𝑡𝑠 also controls for the number of bids in 

each P&A transaction. 𝜇𝑡 captures the quarter when the failed bank was sold, ensuring that the 

estimate is not driven by aggregate trends. We also include state fixed effects, 𝜇𝑠, to account for 

any differences between states (e.g., economic conditions, regulatory forbearance). We cluster 

standard errors at the level of the failed bank’s state headquarters. 

Columns 1 to 4 of Table 8 present the results of estimating equation (2). Across columns the 

coefficients on our lobbying variables suggest that acquirer lobbying increases the net discount 

differential, and thus the losses incurred by the FDIC. The magnitudes are large. In column 1, the 

independent variable of interest is the difference between the lobbying status (i.e., a 0–1 indicator) 

of the acquirer and the cover bidder. The coefficient estimate is 2.4037 (s.e.=1.0872) and 

statistically significant at the 5-percent level, indicating that when the acquirer has an advantage 

in terms of lobbying over the cover bidder it amplifies the loss for the DIF. In column 2, we 

estimate the effect of both acquirer and cover bidder lobbying separately, in lieu of their net effect. 

The coefficient estimate on acquirer lobbying status, 2.6498 (s.e.=1.2721), implies that the transfer 

to lobbying acquirers is estimated at $7.4 billion for the DIF, or 16.4 percent of the total resolution 

losses of $44.99 billion.33 Importantly, the coefficient estimate on cover bidder lobbying status is 

negative and insignificant. Columns 3 and 4 display consistent results when we consider the dollar-

value variables of lobbying. In terms of money spent on lobbying toward regulators (using 

coefficient estimates of column 4), a one-standard-deviation increase in lobbying expenditures 

(3.17) leads to an increase in the transfer from the DIF to lobbying acquirers of $1.7 billion, which 

is equal to 3.8 percent of the total resolution losses.  

Next we analyze cases for which the net discount submitted by the cover bidder on the failed 

bank’s assets and liabilities is lower than the one eventually offered by the winning bidder. In such 

cases the FDIC accepts higher resolution costs by allocating the bank to the winner. We construct 

a dummy variable that takes the value of 1 if the acquisition price is lower than the cover price in 

terms of net discount, and 0 otherwise. We again control for bid characteristics such as the cover 

of some assets by loss-sharing agreements. The results presented in columns 5 to 8 show that the 

coefficient estimates on acquirer lobbying variables are always positive and statistically significant 

at the 1-percent level. Lobbying thus increases the likelihood that the FDIC selects a winning bid 

with a higher net discount. 

To sum up, the results in this section are as follows: (1) lobbying increases the net discount 

differential, suggesting that lobbying acquirers pay on average relatively less than other-auction 

bidders; and (2) lobbying significantly increases the likelihood of winning with a greater net 

discount than the cover bidder, suggesting that lobbying acquirers tend to pay less than the cover 

bidder. Lobbying thus results in a significant drain for the FDIC insurance fund. Importantly, these 

findings also show that the FDIC makes more use of its discretion when bidders lobby. We now 

                                                 
33 Using estimate of 𝛽 from column 2, 2.6498 percentage points of $278,306 million of aggregated assets yield 

approximately $7,374.6 million (= 16.4 percent of the aggregated resolution cost in Table 1). 
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move on to studying outcomes following the investment in a failed bank to further establish 

whether the documented effect of lobbying can be interpreted as a sign of misallocation. 

B.   Post-Acquisition Efficiency 

In this section, we formally examine whether the acquisition of failed banks by lobbying 

institutions leads to observable efficiency improvements. For that purpose, we construct a panel 

data set at the joint-bank (acquirer and failed bank combined) and quarter levels spanning the 

2003-2015 interval and perform fixed-effects regressions of the specification  

𝑒𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑐𝑖𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑦𝑗′𝑡 = 𝛼 + 𝛽1𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑡 𝑎𝑐𝑞𝑢𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑗′𝑡 + 𝛽2(𝑙𝑗′×𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑡 𝑎𝑐𝑞𝑢𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑗′𝑡) + 𝛤𝑋𝑗′𝑡 + 𝜇𝑗′ +

𝜇𝑡 + 𝜀𝑗′𝑡.           (3) 

Here 𝑒𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑐𝑖𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑦𝑗′𝑡 is a measure of efficiency of the joint-bank 𝑗′ at time t. Specifically, we 

employ return on assets (ROA) and the cost-to-asset ratio (Cost Ratio) as two complementary 

measures of efficiency that have been used in prior works (e.g. Cornett and Tehranian, 1992; and 

Granja, Matvos, and Seru, 2017, in a context similar than ours). The dummy variable 

𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑡 𝑎𝑐𝑞𝑢𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑗′𝑡  takes the value of 1 on the quarter after the failure and the subsequent 

quarters, and 0 otherwise.34 The interaction between 𝑙𝑗′  and 𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑡 𝑎𝑐𝑞𝑢𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑗′𝑡 captures how 

bidder lobbying (i.e., status and expenditures) modifies the average effect of a failed bank’s 

acquisition on the outcome variable 𝑒𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑐𝑖𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑦𝑗′𝑡. To isolate the effect of 𝛽2, the coefficient of 

interest, we control for a host of joint-bank characteristics (𝑋𝑗′𝑡) including Size, Liquidity Ratio, 

Tier 1 Capital Ratio, NPL Ratio, OREO Ratio, CRE Loans, C&I Loans, and Residential Loans. 

We further add joint-bank and quarter fixed effects, 𝜇𝑗′  and 𝜇𝑡, to remove the effect of fixed joint-

bank characteristics potentially correlated with lobbying or the acquisition itself on efficiency 

outcomes and to eliminate any common trends in both lobbying and acquisition potentially 

correlated with efficiency outcomes. The inclusion of 𝜇𝑗′  in our specification thus absorbs the 

lobbying variable itself and only the interaction effect between the acquisition dummy and 

lobbying variable is identified. Standard errors are robust to heteroscedasticity and clustered at the 

joint-bank level.  

Table 9 reports the results of assessing whether efficiency changes around the acquisition vary 

according to the lobbying activities of the eventual acquirer of failed banks. We measure the 

combined efficiency of an acquirer and the failed bank before the acquisition by weighting their 

individual efficiency measures, and then compare them after the transaction. Columns 1–4 first 

show that there are in general efficiency improvements after failed bank acquisitions: the post-

acquisition dummy variable enters positively and significantly in regression models of columns 1 

and 2, which suggests that acquiring failed banks enhances operating performance as measured by 

ROA. Similarly, in columns 3 and 4 total expenses relative to total assets (Cost Ratio) decrease on 

average after the acquisition of a failed bank. The coefficient on the post-acquisition dummy 

variable, though insignificant, is negative.  

                                                 
34 Because the time needed to finalize the integration of the failed bank may vary from one acquirer to the other, we 

drop observations during the four quarters starting from the failure date. 
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When acquisitions involve a lobbying bank, they are associated with a relatively lower ROA and 

a higher Cost Ratio, suggesting efficiency deterioration compared to an average acquirer. First, the 

coefficient estimate of the interaction term in column 1 is -0.1771 (s.e.=0.0272), statistically 

significant at the 1-percent level. This means that ROA at lobbying banks decreases by about 18 

basis points relative to a sample mean of 0.15 percent. The results are also economically 

meaningfully when we study the lobbying expenditures in column 2: a one-standard-deviation 

change in lobbying expenditures is associated with a drop in ROA by around 30 percent relative 

to the mean. Second, we focus on our cost measure (Cost Ratio) and find results in line with the 

ones on ROA. As can be observed from the remaining two columns of Table 9, we find that the 

takeovers of a failed institution by lobbying banks lead to significant increases in Cost Ratio, which 

corroborates the fact that post-takeover efficiency appears to deteriorate at lobbying banks.  

Finally, we examine the market reaction of the lobbying acquirers around failed-bank acquisition 

announcement. For this purpose, we restrict our sample to bidders that are publicly listed, or have 

a parent bank holding company that is listed.35 As a prequel to this analysis, we begin by comparing 

the market reaction of the bidders—that is, both the winners and the losers—around the P&A 

announcement date. Figure 6 plots the average abnormal returns (based on the market model) of 

bidders. It clearly shows that winning bidders (solid line) experience positive abnormal returns, 

while losing bidders (dashed line) have negative abnormal returns. Table 10 displays the CAR 

results and consistently shows in Panel A that the average three-day CAR for winners is 2.1 

percent, which is 2.4 percentage points higher than for losers, who have an average CAR of -0.4 

percent.36 

We then gauge the potential differential effect of lobbying on winner CAR in Panel B, which 

presents the estimation results for the CAR regression analysis. Specifically, we regress the 

acquirer’s three-day CAR (-1,+1) surrounding the P&A announcement date on one of our lobbying 

measures and a vector of control variables, including quarter and failed-bank state fixed effects. 

Column 1 shows that the average baseline effect of the winner’s lobbying status is -2.7 percentage 

points, statistically significant at the 5-percent level. Column 2 augments the specification of 

column 1 with both acquirer-bank and failed-bank characteristics and shows once again that the 

winner’s lobbying status negatively impacts on CAR: it diminishes by -0.9 percentage points 

relative to the sample mean acquirer CAR of 2.1 percent. The remaining columns of Panel B paint 

a consistent picture for winners’ lobbying expenditures on their market value.  

C.   Are Lobbying Bidders Engaged in Rent Seeking? A Discussion 

Our empirical analysis reveals that lobbying by bidders affects the outcomes of FDIC actions along 

two dimensions: lobbying bidders are more likely to win auctions and they pay relatively less to 

win. The implied negative relationship between price paid and likelihood of winning seems 

puzzling as it is at odds with standard economic theory. We have also shown that the both operating 

                                                 
35 We thank the Federal Reserve Bank of New York for providing the linking file for CRSP and commercial banks 

(www.newyorkfed.org/research/banking_research/datasets.html). 

36 This positive market reaction in failed-bank acquisitions is in line with evidence from the S&L crisis (e.g., James 

and Wier, 1987). However, it contrasts strikingly with evidence from ordinary bank acquisitions, which generally do 

not elicit positive acquirer returns (e.g., DeLong and DeYoung, 2007; Minnick, Unal, and Yang, 2011). 
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and stock market performance of lobbying banks post-acquisition falls relative to the total sample 

of acquiring banks. This is also surprising to the extent that lobbying banks may hence ultimately 

not benefit from their ability to acquire more easily. In this section, we discuss what could plausibly 

explain our findings.  

One channel through which lobbying may affect acquisitions is rent seeking (Shleifer and Vishny, 

1994); that is, lobbying allows bidders of receiving a more favorable treatment by the FDIC.37 This 

view can account for our finding that lobbying increases the likelihood of winning while 

simultaneously reducing the acquisition price for bidders. Rent seeking has the likely consequence 

that it distorts the efficient allocation of failed banks, as the regulatory agency is no longer solely 

guided by economic principles in its decisions. For example, while a failed bank should be 

allocated to the bidder that is best able to acquire and integrate the failing bank (and hence can 

offer the highest valuation), lobbying may lead to other banks being favored in the auction process. 

Our results on the post-acquisition efficiency are consistent with this: lobbying banks do not seem 

to be matched with failing banks in situations in which they are able to improve the performance.  

An alternative channel depicts the lobbying process as one of information transmission (Grossman 

and Helpman, 2001). The informational view posits that lobbying resolves the information 

asymmetry inherent to the resolution process. The bidder’s ability to acquire and integrate a failed 

institution might be private to the bidder, but lobbyists have the ability to convey it to the regulator. 

By gaining access to new information, the FDIC can in principle make superior decisions, selecting 

better matches for failing banks. This channel may thus account for our main finding that lobbying 

banks have a higher likelihood of winning the auction: everything else being equal, the FDIC 

should prefer bidders for which informational asymmetries are less pronounced. The information-

based explanation is also consistent with the fact that lobbying bidders are able to pay less, as the 

resolution of informational problems should increase the FDIC’s willingness to allocate failed 

banks to lobbying banks. However, our last empirical finding, the lower operating and stock 

market performance of lobbying acquirers, does not fit with the case of better information 

dissemination since we would expect lobbying banks to only be allocated failed banks when they 

are good acquirers. 

Our analysis further informs us about the reason for why banks may lobby. Two explanations can 

be brought forward. One is that lobbying is an efficient investment in regulatory capital. Banks 

make these investments in order to benefit from favorable treatment, allowing them to improve 

their overall return to shareholders (Acemoglu et al., 2016; Borisov, Goldman, and Gupta, 2016). 

Our auction results can be explained by this, as lobbying acquirers benefit from a lower price they 

have to pay. The results on the lower efficiency of acquiring firms, however, seem to be at odds 

with this explanation as acquiring firms will not benefit from a higher likelihood of winning 

auctions if this leads to inferior performance going forward. 

The second explanation is that lobbying is the result of agency problems within the firm. Aggarwal, 

Meschke, and Wang (2012) highlight the common agency issues prevalent in rent-seeking 

situations characterizing corporate political contributions in the United States. The authors find 

that firms with high political contributions experience lower long-term stock returns, and have 

                                                 
37 See Khwaja and Mian (2011) who discuss and review recent advances in the study of rent seeking in the financial 

sector. 
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operating characteristics consistent with the existence of a free cash flow problem. In particular, 

firms that make political contributions tend to engage in more and worse acquisitions than firms 

that do not. In the context of the financial crisis, like ours, Duchin and Sosyura (2012) show that 

politically connected institutions are more likely to access to government investment funds. They 

also find that these investments in politically connected institutions underperform those in 

unconnected institutions, consistent with Shleifer-Vishny predictions on agency-type 

inefficiencies from political connections.  

In our specific context, agency problems may take the form of empire-building managers, who 

realize that lobbying allows them to expand more easily through acquisitions. This is consistent 

with our finding that lobbying simultaneously raises the likelihood of being able to acquire another 

bank while at the same time lowering the performance of acquisitions. In this view, lobbying has 

a double cost: it distorts the efficient allocation of failed banks (a social cost) and amplifies agency 

problems at acquiring banks (a firm-level cost). 

V.   CONCLUSION 

In this paper, focus has been on the political economy of the resolution of failed banks during the 

financial crisis and its aftermath. Studying the universe of P&A transactions between 2007 and 

2014, we find strong evidence that bidders engaged in lobbying activities are in better position to 

win a failed-bank auction. Further evidence suggests that rent seeking for favorable treatment is 

more likely to account for this finding. In particular, we show that eventual acquirers with lobbying 

activities deliver inferior outcomes in terms of post-acquisition efficiency, consistent with rent-

seeking theories à la Shleifer and Vishny (1994). We also assess the economic magnitude of the 

cost associated with the lobbying on failed-bank auctions and find that the cost imposed to the DIF 

is meaningful: the average effect estimated is equal to 16.4 percent of the total resolution losses. 

Of course, having shown that lobbying creates distortions at the bank level does not imply any 

welfare losses, as a swift and smooth acquisition (by lobbying banks) may benefit financial 

stability and lower the chances of economic disruptions. Understanding and quantifying further 

the welfare consequences of lobbying remains a fruitful area of future research.  
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Appendix 

 

Table A.1. Variable Definitions 

Variable Definition 

Auction Outcomes:  

Win Indicator that takes the value of 1 if the bank wins the auction of a 

failed bank and 0 otherwise.  

Bid Indicator that takes the value of 1 if the bank submits a bid in the 

auction of a failed bank and 0 otherwise.  

Resolution Cost The cost borne by the FDIC in the resolution process of each failed 

bank as a percentage of the total assets of the failed bank at the time 

of failure. 

Net Discount The asset discount of the winning bid expressed as percentage points 

of total assets of the failed bank subtracted by deposit premium, 

standardized by total assets of the failed bank. 

Net Discount Differential Net Discount of the winning bid minus Net Discount of the cover bid. 

Acquirer Net Discount > Cover Bid Indicator that takes the value of 1 if the acquisition price is lower 

than the price of the cover bid in terms of Net Discount, and 0 

otherwise.  

All Bank & All Deposits Indicator that takes the value of 1 if the bid is a whole-bank 

acquisition including all deposits. 

Loss-Sharing Agreement Indicator that takes the value of 1 if the bid contains any loss-sharing 

agreement with the FDIC. 

Lobbying Variables: 
 

Lobbying Regulators > 0 Indicator that takes the value of 1 if the bank lobbies any banking 

regulators, including the Department of Treasury, the FDIC, Fed, 

OTS, and OCC, during the current year of bank failure date, and 0 

otherwise. 

Lobbying Regulators Log of 1 plus lobbying expenditure on banking regulators during the 

current year of bank failure date. 

Active Lobbying Indicator that takes the value of 1 if the bank ever lobbied in our 

sample period (2007-2014), and 0 otherwise. 

Lobbying > 0 Indicator that takes the value of 1 if the bank overall lobbying 

expenditures in the current year of bank failure date is positive, and 0 

otherwise. 

Bank Characteristics: 
 

ROA Net income (RIAD4340) divided by the average of total assets at 

quarter t and t-1(RCFD3368). 

Cost Ratio Total expenses of the bank (RIAD4130) divided by the total assets of 

the bank in each quarter (RCFD3368). 
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Table A.1. continued 

Variable Definition 

Bank Characteristics (continued): 

CAR (-1,+1) Cumulative three-day abnormal return of acquirer’s bank holding company at 

the date of the FDIC press release announcing the acquisition, based on 

market model. The estimation window is the (-254,-42) trading-day window 

before the failure date. We drop bidders that have less than 100 valid 

observations in the estimation window.   

Size Log of total assets (in thousand dollars) (RCFD2170). 

Liquidity Ratio Liquid assets (Cash (RCFD0010) + Fed Funds Sold (RCONB987 + 

RCFDB989 + Securities excluding MBS/ABS) (RCFD1754 + RCFD1773 – 

(RCFD8500 + RCFD8504 + RCFDC026 + RCFD8503 + RCFD8507 + 

RCFDC027) divided by total assets. 

Tier 1 Capital Ratio Tier 1 core capital divided by total risk-weighted assets. 

NPL Ratio Non-performing loans (non-accrual) and 90 days or more past due 

(RCFD1407 + RCFD1403) divided by total loans. 

OREO Ratio Other real estate owned (RCFD2150) divided by total assets. 

CRE Loans Percentage of Commercial and Real Estate (CRE) loans (RCFD2746) relative 

to total loans. 

C&I Loans Percentage of Commercial and Industrial (C&I) loans (RCFD1600) relative 

to total loans. 

Residential Loans Percentage of residential real estate loans (RCFD1797 + RCFD1798) relative 

to total loans (RCFD1400). 

Core Deposits Total core deposits (transaction accounts + savings deposits + time deposits 

less than $100,000) divided by total deposits. 

State Bank Indicator that takes the value of 1 if the bank is regulated by a state regulator 

and 0 otherwise. 

Estimated CAMELS Rating Estimated CAMELS rating provided by SNL Financial. 

Proximity to Failed Banks: 

Prospective Bidder Indicator that takes the value of 1 if a bank is a qualified bidder for a failed 

bank. A qualified bidder satisfies the following conditions: 

1. The bank is a commercial bank or a savings bank operating in the United 

States; 

2. Tier 1 Capital Ratio is below 10% in the quarter prior to the failure date; 

3. Estimated CAMELS Rating is not higher than 2 in the quarter prior to the 

failure date; 

4. Size is at least twice that of the failed bank if the headquarter of the bank 

is in the same state of the failed bank headquarter, four times if in an 

adjacent state, and five times if in a non-adjacent state; 

5. The bank is not a merger target in the quarter of the failure date. 

Distance Log of average pairwise distance in kilometers between all pairs of branches 

of the failed bank and the bidding bank. 

Distance X Loans Absolute difference in X Loans between the bidder and the failed bank, with 

X meaning CRE, C&I, or Residential Loans. 

Change in HHI The increase in local deposit market concentration that would result from a 

bidding bank acquiring the failed bank, averaged across the branch network 

of the failed bank. 
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Table A.2. Auction Winning Likelihood, Endogenous Bidding, and Bidder Lobbying: Heckman-

Probit Results 

This table reports the results of Heckman-probit regressions. Pr(Win) and Pr(Bid) columns report coefficient estimates 

and Marginal Effects columns report the average marginal effects on the likelihood of winning an auction. Control 

variables include financial characteristics of bidders in the quarter prior to failure dates—Size, Liquidity Ratio, Tier 1 

Capital Ratio, NPL Ratio, OREO Ratio, CRE Loans (%), C&I Loans (%), and Residential Loans (%)—and proximity 

measures—Distance and Change in HHI. See Table A.1 for more details about variable definitions. All variables are 

winsorized at the 1st and 99th levels. Robust standard errors of marginal effects are presented in the parentheses and 

clustered at the level of the failed bank’s state headquarters. ***, **, and * represent statistical significance at 1%, 

5%, and 10% levels. 

  (1)   (2) 

  Pr(Win) 

Marginal 

Effects Pr(Bid)   Pr(Win) 

Marginal 

Effects Pr(Bid) 

Lobbying Regulator > 0 0.7158*** 0.1124** 0.1578     

 (0.2157) (0.0489) (0.6207)     
Lobbying Regulator     0.0536*** 0.0084** 0.0019 

          (0.0162) (0.0035) (0.0611) 

Size 0.0639 0.0100 -1.4541***  0.0641 0.0101 -1.4552*** 

 (0.1123) (0.0205) (0.1931)  (0.1126) (0.0207) (0.1920) 

Liquidity Ratio 0.0151** 0.0024 -0.0133*  0.0150** 0.0024 -0.0133* 

 (0.0072) (0.0017) (0.0073)  (0.0073) (0.0017) (0.0073) 

Tier 1 Capital Ratio 0.0218 0.0034 0.0199*  0.0219 0.0034 0.0198* 

 (0.0150) (0.0025) (0.0114)  (0.0151) (0.0025) (0.0115) 

NPL Ratio -0.0287 -0.0045 -0.0194  -0.0284 -0.0045 -0.0195 

 (0.0273) (0.0053) (0.0135)  (0.0274) (0.0053) (0.0136) 

OREO Ratio -0.0370 -0.0058 0.1023  -0.0379 -0.0060 0.1020 

 (0.1734) (0.0280) (0.0622)  (0.1729) (0.0280) (0.0625) 

CRE Loans (%) 0.0086 0.0014 -0.0289*  0.0087 0.0014 -0.0288* 

 (0.0099) (0.0016) (0.0165)  (0.0099) (0.0016) (0.0164) 

C&I Loans (%) -0.0044 -0.0007 -0.0250  -0.0045 -0.0007 -0.0248 

 (0.0083) (0.0013) (0.0154)  (0.0083) (0.0013) (0.0153) 

Residential Loans (%) 0.0015 0.0002 -0.0279**  0.0015 0.0002 -0.0279** 

 (0.0078) (0.0013) (0.0118)  (0.0078) (0.0013) (0.0118) 

Distance -0.2560*** -0.0402*** -1.5296***  -0.2542*** -0.0401*** -1.5299*** 

 (0.0908) (0.0075) (0.0799)  (0.0910) (0.0075) (0.0801) 

Change in HHI -0.0035 -0.0005 0.0148***  -0.0035 -0.0006 0.0148*** 

 (0.0039) (0.0007) (0.0039)  (0.0039) (0.0007) (0.0039) 

Constant -0.0853  34.1964***  -0.0919  34.2103*** 

  (2.0391)   (3.9736)   (2.0461)   (3.9516) 

Bidder Fixed Effects No  Yes  No  Yes 

Failed Bank Fixed Effects Yes  Yes  Yes  Yes 

Wald Chi-squared  0.0481    0.0446   
Wald p-value 0.8263    0.8328   
ρ 0.0659    0.0638   
Auctions 415    415   
Observations 43656       43656     
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Figure 1. Aggregated Lobbying Expenditures by Banks Satisfying the FDIC Initial Criteria  

This figure plots the time series of the aggregate annual lobbying expenditures by all U.S. banks in our sample 

qualifying according to the FDIC to bid in a failed-bank auction between 2000 and 2015. The initial criteria include 

geographic proximity to the failed bank, total assets, and financial health (see Table A.1 for more details). 
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Figure 2. Number of Bank Failures 

This figure plots the time series of all bank failures between 1995 and 2014. Data is obtained from the FDIC website: 

www.fdic.gov/bank/individual/failed/banklist.html. The solid line presents the number of bank failures in each year, 

excluding assistance transactions. The shaded area presents the sample used in the main analysis. 

 

 

http://www.fdic.gov/bank/individual/failed/banklist.html
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Figure 3. Bidder Lobbying Activities around Bank Failures 

The figures show the time series of lobbying activities targeted at banking regulators by all bidding banks in the main 

analysis during the years around failure dates. Year 0 in the x-axis identifies the calendar year of each bank failure. 

The figure at the top shows the percentage of bidding banks engage in lobbying targeted at banking regulators, while 

the figure at the bottom shows the average lobbying expenditures (in $ thousand) on banking regulators. Winner (solid 

lines) in the auction of a failed bank is the bidding bank that wins the auction and becomes the acquirer of the failed 

bank. Loser (dashed lines) in the auction is the bidding bank that does not win. 
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Figure 4. Histogram of Failed Bank Assets 

The figure shows the histogram of total assets of failed banks. The light shaded bars present the frequencies of bank 

failures in a corresponding size range (in log-transformation of $ million). The darker shaded bars show the 

frequencies of bank failures taken over by a lobbying acquirer in a corresponding size range. The solid line depicts 

the proportion of bank failures with a lobbying acquirer in a corresponding size range.
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Figure 5. Kernel Density of Failed Bank Assets and Resolution Costs 

The figure shows the kernel density functions of total assets of failed banks, split by active lobbying acquirer. Solid 

lines represent the distributions of failed bank total assets in log value, and dashed lines for resolution costs to the 

FDIC. Vertical lines indicate the median values in $ million. The figure at the top depicts the failed banks acquired by 

banks that have positive lobbying expenditures during the sample period (2007-2014), while the figure at the bottom 

for failed banks acquired by banks that do not lobby during the sample period.  
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Figure 6. Bidder Abnormal Returns 

The figure shows the average abnormal returns of bidders. Day 0 is the date of the FDIC press release announcing the 

acquisition, or the first trading day thereafter if the press release was issued on weekend or holiday. The bidder sample 

consists of bidders in the main sample in which the bidder or its parent bank holding company is a publicly listed firm 

covered by Compustat/CRSP. Abnormal returns are based on the market model. The solid line represents the average 

abnormal returns for 201 winner bidders, while the dashed line is for 379 losing bidders. 
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Table 1. Auction Sample Construction 

This table presents the construction of the auction sample used in the analysis. The main sample starts with all failed 

banks in the U.S. between 2007 and 2014, excluding 13 assistance transactions and the outlier Washington Mutual 

Bank. Assistance transactions via either open bank assistance or providing assistance to the acquirer are rarely used 

after 1992. Such methods were only used in 5 failed banks belonging to Citigroup on November 23, 2008, and 8 failed 

banks belonging to Bank of America on January 16, 2009. Payoffs are failed bank resolutions where there is no 

acquirer and the FDIC pays off all insured deposits. PIs are the acquisitions of only insured deposits of failed banks. 

The disclosure of failed-bank auctions started from May 2009. In July 9, 2010, RCB Bank and Enterprise Bank & 

Trust together purchased Home National Bank. Enterprise Bank & Trust took over a collection of loans while RCB 

Bank assumed the rest of assets, including all deposits. The aggregate value of total deposits and total assets (in $ 

million) are from the last Call Reports of the failed institutions. Aggregated Resolution Cost (in $ million) is the 

amount disbursed from the Deposit Insurance Fund to cover obligations to insured depositors and the amount 

estimated (by the FDIC) to be ultimately recovered from the failed bank resolutions. 

Sample Obs. 

Aggregated 

Deposits 

Aggregated 

Assets 

Aggregated 

Resolution Cost 

 

All failed banks, excluding 13 

assistance transactions (2007-2014) 509 315,774 384,831 75,045 

 Payoffs (no acquirer)  13,888 15,901 4,467 

 PIs (acquiring insured deposits only)  27,673 40,341 15,284 

 No auction disclosures  37,517 49,682 10,226 

 Two acquirers  514 585 67 

 P&As with auction disclosures 430 236,167 278,306 44,992 

  1 bidder 147 59,017 66,082 15,939 

  2 bidders 81 59,076 73,229 10,805 

  3 bidders 79 40,514 47,809 8,294 

  4 bidders 58 37,688 45,206 5,457 

  >4 bidders 65 39,872 45,979 4,497 
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Table 2. Descriptive Statistics  

This table presents descriptive statistics of the main samples used in the analysis. Panel A describes the sample of 

failed banks. Panel B describes the bidding banks participating in the auctions of failed banks. The variable Resolution 

Cost in Panel A is expressed as both the dollar amount (in $ million) and percentage of Total Assets of the failed bank 

at the time of the failure. Lobbying expenditures are in three forms: (1) indicators that take the value 1 if lobbying 

expenditures is positive in the year of failures; (2) dollar amount (in $ thousands) of lobbying expenditures in the year 

of failures; and (3) log-transformation of the dollar amount in (2). All the other variables are in the quarter prior to the 

failure dates. See Table A.1 for more details about variable definitions. All variables are winsorized at the 1st and 99th 

levels. 

 

Panel A. Failed Banks 

  Obs. Mean Std. Dev. 

25th 

Percentile Median 

75th 

Percentile 

Resolution Cost:       

Resolution Cost ($ million) 430 92.86 153.06 19.58 41.15 90.98 

Resolution Cost (%) 430 24.17 12.54 14.83 23.5 33.05 

Net Discount (%) 430 11.72 9.08 5.78 10.54 16.39 

Net Discount Differential (%) 287 -1.68 8.13 -4.65 -1.7 0.01 

Acquirer Net Discount > Cover Bids 287 0.26 0.44 0 0 1 

Financial Characteristics:       

Total Assets ($million) 430 605.26 1421.05 98.64 203.48 453.35 

Liquidity Ratio 374 22.24 8.77 15.21 21.22 27.03 

CRE Loans (%) 411 10.62 8.58 4.6 8.35 14.35 

C&I Loans (%) 411 25.59 17.5 12.76 23.3 32.28 

Residential Loans (%) 411 54.66 24.25 42.88 60.02 70.88 

Tier 1 Capital Ratio (%) 399 1.15 3.47 0.14 1.48 2.63 

NPL Ratio (%) 374 25.74 11.5 17.66 24.13 32.42 

OREO Ratio (%) 411 5.34 4.85 1.81 4.12 7.35 

Core Deposit (%) 374 80.57 19.27 68.87 87.39 95.97 

State Bank 411 0.73 0.44 0 1 1 

Estimated CAMELS Rating 411 4.97 0.16 5 5 5 

Acquirer Lobbying Expenditures:       

Lobbying Regulators > 0 430 0.1 0.3 0 0 0 

Lobbying Regulators ($000) 430 52.01 219.23 0 0 0 

Lobbying Regulators (log) 430 1.23 3.77 0 0 0 

Active Lobbying 430 0.2 0.4 0 0 0 

Lobbying > 0 430 0.16 0.36 0 0 0 

Lobbying ($000) 430 123.05 368.12 0 0 0 

Lobbying (log) 430 2 4.71 0 0 0 
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Panel B. Bidding Banks 

  Obs. Mean Std. Dev. 

25th 

Percentile Median 

75th 

Percentile 

Financial Characteristics:       
Total Assets ($million) 1135 8840.63 33379.3 520.68 1466.58 3788.68 

Liquidity Ratio 1051 25.12 11.32 17.06 23.1 31.73 

CRE Loans (%) 1135 14.23 9.1 7.47 12.26 18.88 

C&I Loans (%) 1135 24.99 15.54 14.68 22.51 30.99 

Residential Loans (%) 1135 45.67 21.57 32.68 47.88 62.14 

Tier 1 Capital Ratio 1088 15.78 6.96 11.83 13.88 17.09 

NPL Ratio 1051 6.18 5.3 2.51 4.87 8.11 

OREO Ratio 1135 1.04 1.13 0.21 0.65 1.43 

Core Deposits (%) 1051 86.3 10.76 81.94 89.4 94.19 

State Bank 1135 0.73 0.45 0 1 1 

Estimated CAMELS Rating 1118 1.6 0.62 1 1.5 1.5 

Proximity to Failed Banks:       

Prospective Bidder 1051 0.61 0.49 0 1 1 

Distance 1134 5.42 1.34 4.4 5.48 6.52 

Distance CRE Loans (%) 1083 23.16 19.23 8.39 17.72 33.45 

Distance C&I Loans (%) 1083 8.9 8.14 2.83 6.54 12.43 

Distance Residential Loans (%) 1083 14.87 13.63 5.18 11.54 19.75 

Change in HHI 1156 1.75 9.27 0 0 0.07 

Lobbying Expenditures:       

Lobbying Regulators > 0 1156 0.06 0.25 0 0 0 

Lobbying Regulators ($000) 1156 42.56 220.01 0 0 0 

Lobbying Regulators (log) 1156 0.83 3.17 0 0 0 

Active Lobbying 1156 0.18 0.39 0 0 0 

Lobbying > 0 1156 0.12 0.32 0 0 0 

Lobbying ($000) 1156 86.72 338.77 0 0 0 

Lobbying (log) 1156 1.46 4.05 0 0 0 
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Table 3. Winning and Losing Bidders 

This table presents the results of t-test with unequal variances of the mean difference between auction winners and 

losers. All variables on financial characteristics are in the quarter prior to the failure dates. See Table A.1 for more 

details about variable definitions. All variables are winsorized at the 1st and 99th levels. ***, **, and * represent 

statistical significance at 1%, 5%, and 10% levels. 

 

                                                   Winner   Loser   Winner-Loser 

  Obs. Mean   Obs. Mean   Difference t-stat. 

Financial Characteristics:         

Size                                               418 14.28  715 14.27  0.01 (0.09) 

Liquidity Ratio 389 25.64  661 24.82  0.81 (1.13) 

CRE Loans (%) 418 14.98  715 13.79  1.19** (2.19) 

C&I Loans (%) 418 24.62  715 25.19  -0.57 (-0.61) 

Residential Loans (%) 418 45.83  715 45.69  0.14 (0.11) 

Tier 1 Capital Ratio 406 15.96  680 15.68  0.28 (0.61) 

NPL Ratio 389 6.14  661 6.22  -0.09 (-0.24) 

OREO Ratio 418 0.97  715 1.07  -0.10 (-1.39) 

Core Deposits (%) 389 84.52  661 87.38  -2.85*** (-3.98) 

State Bank 418 0.70  715 0.75  -0.04 (-1.61) 

Estimated CAMELS Rating 411 1.61  705 1.59  0.02 (0.56) 

Proximity to Failed Banks:         

Prospective Bidder 397 0.55  653 0.65  -0.10*** (-3.20) 

Distance 414 5.25  719 5.51  -0.27*** (-3.24) 

Distance CRE Loans (%) 400 24.01  681 22.53  1.34 (1.09) 

Distance C&I Loans (%) 400 8.89  681 8.84  -0.02 (-0.03) 

Distance Residential Loans (%) 400 15.29  681 14.52  0.65 (0.75) 

Change in HHI 430 2.10  722 1.56  0.55 (0.91) 

Lobbying Expenditures:         

Lobbying Regulators > 0 430 0.10  726 0.04  0.05*** (3.30) 

Lobbying Regulators (log) 430 1.23  726 0.57  0.66*** (3.18) 

Active Lobbying 430 0.20  726 0.15  0.05** (2.10) 

Lobbying > 0 430 0.16  726 0.09  0.06*** (3.09) 

Lobby (log)  430 2.00   726 1.11   0.89*** (3.40) 
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Table 4. Auction Winning Likelihood and Bidder Lobbying: Baseline Results 

This table reports the results of probit regressions. Estimations are the average marginal effects on the likelihood of 

winning an auction. Control variables include financial characteristics of bidders in the quarter prior to failure dates 

—Size, Liquidity Ratio, Tier 1 Capital Ratio, NPL Ratio, OREO Ratio, CRE Loans (%), C&I Loans (%), and 

Residential Loans (%)—and proximity measures—Distance and Change in HHI. See Table A.1 for more details about 

variable definitions. All variables are winsorized at the 1st and 99th levels. Robust standard errors of marginal effects 

are presented in the parentheses and clustered at the level of the failed bank’s state headquarters. ***, **, and * 

represent statistical significance at 1%, 5%, and 10% levels. 

 

  (1) (2) (3) (4) 

  Pr(Win) 

Lobbying Regulators > 0 0.1858*** 0.3425*** 0.2640***  

 (0.0648) (0.0648) (0.0680)  

Lobbying Regulators    0.0208*** 

    (0.0051) 

Size   0.0529** 0.0524** 

   (0.0220) (0.0218) 

Liquidity Ratio   0.0042** 0.0041** 

   (0.0020) (0.0020) 

Tier 1 Capital Ratio   0.0057 0.0058 

   (0.0051) (0.0052) 

NPL Ratio   -0.0080 -0.0079 

   (0.0090) (0.0090) 

OREO Ratio   -0.0030 -0.0034 

   (0.0470) (0.0470) 

CRE Loans (%)   0.0030 0.0031 

   (0.0034) (0.0034) 

C&I Loans (%)   -0.0017 -0.0018 

   (0.0027) (0.0027) 

Residential Loans (%)   -0.0001 -0.0001 

   (0.0023) (0.0023) 

Distance   -0.0725*** -0.0718*** 

   (0.0156) (0.0156) 

Change in HHI   -0.0016 -0.0016 

      (0.0021) (0.0021) 

Quarter Fixed Effects Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Failed Bank State Fixed Effects Yes No No No 

Failed Bank Fixed Effects No Yes Yes Yes 

Pseudo R-squared 0.060 0.075 0.103 0.103 

Auctions 422 283 234 234 

Observations 1148 1009 803 803 
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Table 5. Auction Winning Likelihood and Bidder Lobbying: Instrumental Variable Results 

This table reports the results of IV-probit regressions. 1st Stage columns show OLS estimations and 2nd Stage columns 

report the average marginal effects on the likelihood of winning an auction. Instrumental variables are an indicator 

(Lobbying Non-Regulators > 0) and the log-transformation (Lobbying Non-Regulator) of lobbying expenditures 

targeted at non-banking regulators in the year of the failure. Control variables include financial characteristics of 

bidders in the quarter prior to failure dates—Size, Liquidity Ratio, Tier 1 Capital Ratio, NPL Ratio, OREO Ratio, 

CRE Loans (%), CRE Loans (%), and Residential Loans (%)—and proximity measures—Distance and Change in 

HHI. See Table A.1 for more details about variable definitions. All variables are winsorized at the 1st and 99th levels. 

Robust standard errors of marginal effects are presented in the parentheses and clustered at the level of the failed 

bank’s state headquarters. ***, **, and * represent statistical significance at 1%, 5%, and 10% levels. 

 

  (1)  (2) 

 2nd Stage 1st Stage  2nd Stage 1st Stage 

  Pr(Win) 

Lobbying 

Regulators > 0  Pr(Win) 

Lobbying 

Regulators 

Lobbying Regulators > 0 0.2183**     

 (0.0949)     

Lobbying Non-Regulators > 0  0.5459***    

  (0.1032)    

Lobbying Regulators    0.0175**  

    (0.0078)  

Lobbying Non-Regulators     0.6460*** 

     (0.1108) 

Size 0.0504** 0.0086  0.0502** 0.0541 

 (0.0218) (0.0089)  (0.0213) (0.0891) 

Liquidity Ratio 0.0042** 0.0003  0.0041** 0.0105 

 (0.0020) (0.0009)  (0.0020) (0.0114) 

Tier 1 Capital Ratio 0.0057 0.0010  0.0058 0.0157 

 (0.0052) (0.0018)  (0.0053) (0.0248) 

NPL Ratio -0.0080 0.0012  -0.0079 -0.0036 

 (0.0090) (0.0036)  (0.0090) (0.0460) 

OREO Ratio -0.0027 0.0023  -0.0029 0.0648 

 (0.0472) (0.0098)  (0.0472) (0.1245) 

CRE Loans (%) 0.0031 0.0007  0.0031 0.0091 

 (0.0034) (0.0010)  (0.0034) (0.0119) 

C&I Loans (%) -0.0017 0.0006  -0.0018 0.0093 

 (0.0027) (0.0009)  (0.0027) (0.0110) 

Residential Loans (%) 0.0000 0.0004  0.0000 0.0103 

 (0.0023) (0.0006)  (0.0023) (0.0077) 

Distance -0.0727*** -0.0164*  -0.0722*** -0.2452** 

 (0.0157) (0.0097)  (0.0155) (0.1184) 

Change in HHI -0.0015 -0.0007  -0.0015 -0.0075 

  (0.0021) (0.0008)  (0.0020) (0.0112) 

Quarter Fixed Effects Yes Yes  Yes Yes 

Failed Bank Fixed Effects Yes Yes  Yes Yes 

Wald Chi-squared 0.4161   0.2319  

Wald p-value 0.5189   0.6301  

Auctions 234   234  

Observations 803   803  
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Table 6. Auction Winning Likelihood and Bidder Lobbying: Alternative Lobbying Measures 

This table reports the results of probit regressions. Estimations are the average marginal effects on the likelihood of winning an auction. Lobbying through 

Revolving-Door Lobbyists > 0 is an indicator that takes the value of 1 if the bidding bank hires any revolving-door lobbyists in the year of the failure. Revolving-

door lobbyists are those who have previously served in any of the relevant banking regulators or in a financial subcommittee of Congress. Lobbying Regulators 

through Revolving-Door Lobbyists > 0 is an indicator that takes the value of 1 if the bidding bank hires revolving-door lobbyists to lobby banking regulators. 

Lobbying Regulators Before > 0 is an indicator that takes the value of 1 if the bidding bank lobbies banking regulators during a period of eight quarters prior to the 

failure date. Lobbying Regulators Before is the log 1 plus lobbying expenditures targeted at banking regulators during a period of eight quarters prior to the failure 

date. Lobbying FDIC > 0 is an indicator that takes the value of 1 if the bidding bank lobbies the FDIC in the year of failure. Lobbying FDIC is the log of 1 plus 

lobbying expenditures targeted at the FDIC in the year of failure. Control variables include financial characteristics of bidders in the quarter prior to failure dates—

Size, Liquidity Ratio, Tier 1 Capital Ratio, NPL Ratio, OREO Ratio, CRE Loans (%), CRE Loans (%), and Residential Loans (%)—and proximity measures—

Distance and Change in HHI. See Table A.1 for more details about variable definitions. All variables are winsorized at the 1st and 99th levels. Robust standard 

errors of marginal effects are presented in the parentheses and clustered at the level of the failed bank’s state headquarters. ***, **, and * represent statistical 

significance at 1%, 5%, and 10% levels. 

  (1) (2) (3) (4) （5） (6) 

  Pr(Win) 

Lobbying through Revolving-Door Lobbyists > 0 0.5850*** 
     

 
(0.0767) 

     

Lobbying Regulators through Revolving-Door Lobbyists > 0 
 

0.7047*** 
    

 

 
(0.1432) 

    

Lobbying Regulators Before > 0 
  

0.3085*** 
   

 

  
(0.0703) 

   

Lobbying Regulators Before 
   

0.0235*** 
  

 

   
(0.0053) 

  

Lobbying FDIC > 0 
    

0.2477*** 
 

 

    
(0.0618) 

 

Lobbying FDIC 
     

0.0198*** 

 

     
(0.0051) 

Quarter Fixed Effects Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Failed Bank Fixed Effects Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Pseudo R-squared 0.121 0.121 0.107 0.108 0.098 0.098 

Auctions 234 234 234 234 234 234 

Observations 803 803 803 803 803 803 
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Table 7. Auction Winning Likelihood and Bidder Lobbying: Auction Competition 

This table reports the results of probit regressions. Estimations are the average marginal effects of Lobbying Regulators 

(dummy or log-dollar value) on the likelihood of winning an auction in different subsamples. Independent variables are the 

interaction terms of the indicator (Lobbying Regulators > 0) in columns 1 and 2, or Lobbying Regulators in columns 4 and 5, 

with another dummy variable indicating whether the observation is within a certain subsample. In columns 1 and 3, the sample 

is split in two parts, whether the auction involves two bidders or strictly more than two bidders. In column 2 and 4, the sample 

is split in four parts, whether the auction involves two bidders, three bidders, four bidders, or strictly more than four bidders. 

We correct estimation and standard errors of marginal effects following Norton, Wang, and Ai (2004). Control variables 

(unreported) include financial characteristics of bidders in the quarter prior to failure dates—Size, Liquidity Ratio, Tier 1 

Capital Ratio, NPL Ratio, OREO Ratio, CRE Loans (%), C&I Loans (%), and Residential Loans (%)—and proximity 

measures—Distance and Change in HHI. See Table A.1 for more details about variable definitions. All variables are winsorized 

at the 1st and 99th levels. Robust standard errors of marginal effects are presented in the parentheses and clustered at the level 

of the failed bank’s state headquarters. ***, **, and * represent statistical significance at 1%, 5%, and 10% levels. 

  (1) (2)   (3) (4) 

 Lobbying Regulators > 0  Lobbying Regulators 

  Pr(Win) 

Number of Bidders = 2 0.6799**   0.0544**  

 (0.2919)   (0.0222)  
Number of Bidders > 2 0.1786**   0.0142***  

 (0.0714)   (0.0051)  
Number of Bidders = 2  0.6819**   0.0546** 

  (0.2916)   (0.0222) 

Number of Bidders = 3  0.2748**   0.0205** 

  (0.1363)   (0.0102) 

Number of Bidders = 4  0.2968**   0.0269*** 

  (0.1341)   (0.0083) 

Number of Bidders > 4  0.0941   0.0075 

   (0.1295)   (0.0097) 

Quarter Fixed Effects Yes Yes   Yes Yes 

Failed Bank Fixed Effects Yes Yes  Yes Yes 

Bidder Controls Yes Yes  Yes Yes 

Pseudo R-squared 0.108 0.108  0.109 0.110 

Auctions 234 234  234 234 

Observations 803 803   803 803 
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Table 8. Comparing Bids  

This table reports the results of regressions of the difference in net discount between the acquirer and the cover bidder. In columns 1-4, the dependent variable of 

the OLS regression is Net Discount Differential (%). In columns 5-8, the dependent variable of the probit regression is Acquirer Net Discount > Cover Bid. The 

independent variable of interest in columns 1 and 5 is Diff. Lobbying Regulators>0, the difference of two indicator variables—Acquirer Lobbying Regulator > 0 

and Cover Bidder Lobbying Regulator > 0. The independent variable of interest in columns 3 and 7 is Diff. Lobbying Regulators the difference of two continuous 

variables—Acquirer Lobbying Regulator and Cover Bidder Lobbying Regulator. The independent variable of interest in columns 2 and 6 is Lobbying Regulator > 

0 for the acquirer and cover bidder, respectively. The independent variable of interest in columns 4 and 8 is Lobbying Regulators (log-dollar value) for the acquirer 

and cover bidder, respectively. Bid characteristic controls include two dummies—All Bank & All Deposits and Loss-Sharing Agreement—for both the winning 

bids and cover bids. Failed bank control variables include failed bank characteristics at the time of failure—Size, Liquidity Ratio, Tier 1 Capital Ratio, NPL Ratio, 

OREO Ratio, CRE Loans (%), C&I Loans (%), and Residential Loans (%). Number of Bidders Fixed Effects are a set of dummy variables indicating the total 

number of bidders participating in the auction is two, three, etc. See Table A.1 for more details about variable definitions. All variables are winsorized at the 1st 

and 99th levels. Robust standard errors of marginal effects are presented in the parentheses and clustered at the level of the failed bank’s state headquarters. ***, 

**, and * represent statistical significance at 1%, 5%, and 10% levels. 

 (1) (2) (3) (4)  (5) (6) (7) (8) 
   Net Discount Differential (%)  Pr(Acquirer Net Discount > Cover Bid) 

Diff. Lobbying Regulators > 0 2.4037**     0.3160***    

 (1.0872)     (0.0656)    
Lobbying Regulators > 0  2.6498**     0.3220***   

  (1.2721)     (0.0668)   
Cover Bidder Lobbying Regulators > 0  -1.6356     -0.1788   

  (1.3889)     (0.1184)   
Diff. Lobbying Regulators   0.1776**     0.0227***  

   (0.0821)     (0.0047)  
Lobbying Regulators    0.1933*     0.0234*** 

    (0.0964)     (0.0049) 

Cover Bidder Lobbying Regulators    -0.1305     -0.0133 

    (0.1095)     (0.0093) 

All Bank & All Deposits 10.2785*** 10.2831*** 10.2518*** 10.2533***  0.6186*** 0.6144*** 0.6133*** 0.6091*** 

 (1.9643) (1.9901) (1.9667) (1.9860)  (0.1698) (0.1704) (0.1664) (0.1677) 

Loss Sharing Agreement -13.2692*** -13.2376*** -13.2347*** -13.2126***  -0.4944*** -0.4893*** -0.4934*** -0.4886*** 

 (1.5820) (1.5722) (1.5819) (1.5731)  (0.0611) (0.0599) (0.0597) (0.0581) 

Cover Bid All Bank & All Deposits -10.1296*** -10.1353*** -10.1088*** -10.1097***  -0.4382*** -0.4341*** -0.4338*** -0.4296*** 

 (1.8398) (1.8539) (1.8446) (1.8542)  (0.1605) (0.1612) (0.1585) (0.1596) 

Cover Bid Loss Sharing Agreement 13.4584*** 13.3919*** 13.4500*** 13.3946***  0.4924*** 0.4866*** 0.4918*** 0.4858*** 

 (2.1734) (2.1414) (2.1676) (2.1346)  (0.1227) (0.1212) (0.1198) (0.1180) 

Quarter Fixed Effects Yes Yes Yes Yes   Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Failed Bank State Fixed Effects Yes Yes Yes Yes  Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Failed Bank Controls Yes Yes Yes Yes  Yes Yes Yes Yes 
Number of Bidders Fixed Effects Yes Yes Yes Yes  Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Adjusted R-squared 0.452 0.449 0.451 0.448  - - - - 

Pseudo R-squared - - - -  0.535 0.535 0.529 0.530 
Observations 247 247 247 247   202 202 202 202 
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Table 9. Post-Acquisition Efficiency  

This table presents the results from fixed-effects panel regression models. The dimension of the constructed panel is 

at the joint-bank and quarter levels. Both dependent and independent variables are the weighted average of the acquirer 

and the failed bank by total assets in the quarters prior to failure dates and then those of acquirers in the quarters after 

failure dates. All quarters between 2003 and 2015 are included, except for the four quarters starting from the failure 

quarters. Post-Acquisition is an indicator that takes the value of 1 for the quarters after the failure date. Lobbying 

Regulators > 0 and Lobbying Regulators are measured in the year of the failure, are absorbed by Joint Bank Fixed 

Effects, except for the interaction terms. Joint-bank controls include Size, Liquidity Ratio, Tier 1 Capital Ratio, NPL 

Ratio, OREO Ratio, CRE Loans (%), C&I Loans (%), and Residential Loans (%). All variables are winsorized at the 

1st and 99th levels. Robust standard errors are presented in the parentheses and clustered at the joint-bank level. ***, 

**, and * represent statistical significance at 1%, 5%, and 10% levels. 

 (1) (2)  (3) (4) 

 ROA ROA  Cost Ratio Cost Ratio 

(Lobbying Regulators > 0) * Post-Acquisition -0.1771***   0.0473*  

 (0.0272)   (0.0266)  

Lobbying Regulators * Post-Acquisition  -0.0142***   0.0038* 

  (0.0021)   (0.0021) 

Post-Acquisition 0.0760*** 0.0761***  -0.0107 -0.0108 

 (0.0258) (0.0258)  (0.0197) (0.0197) 

Size 0.1677*** 0.1680***  -0.0990*** -0.0991*** 

 (0.0195) (0.0196)  (0.0171) (0.0171) 

Liquidity Ratio -0.0058*** -0.0058***  -0.0017** -0.0017** 

 (0.0008) (0.0008)  (0.0007) (0.0007) 

Tier 1 Capital Ratio 0.0200*** 0.0200***  -0.0016 -0.0016 

 (0.0027) (0.0027)  (0.0015) (0.0015) 

NPL Ratio -0.0183*** -0.0183***  0.0046*** 0.0046*** 

 (0.0022) (0.0022)  (0.0017) (0.0017) 

OREO Ratio -0.0163* -0.0164*  0.0071 0.0072 

 (0.0094) (0.0094)  (0.0065) (0.0065) 

CRE Loans (%) -0.0023*** -0.0024***  0.0017* 0.0017* 

 (0.0007) (0.0007)  (0.0009) (0.0009) 

C&I Loans (%) -0.0011 -0.0011  0.0022* 0.0022* 

 (0.0014) (0.0014)  (0.0013) (0.0013) 

Residential Loans (%) -0.0015 -0.0015  0.0071*** 0.0071*** 

 (0.0013) (0.0013)  (0.0019) (0.0019) 

Quarter Fixed Effects Yes Yes  Yes Yes 

Joint-Bank Fixed Effects Yes Yes  Yes Yes 

Adjusted R-squared 0.343 0.343  0.615 0.615 

Auctions 400 400  400 400 

Observations 12935 12935  12935 12935 
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Table 10. Bidder CAR  

This table presents the results of the stock reaction around failed-bank acquisition announcement dates. CAR (-1,+1) 

is the three-trading-day cumulative abnormal return around acquisition announcement dates based on the market 

model. Date 0 is the date of the FDIC press release announcing the acquisition, or the first trading day thereafter if the 

press release was issued on weekend or holiday. Bidders with less than 100 valid observations in the estimation 

window (-245,-42) are excluded. In Panel A, the bidder sample consists both the winning bidder—the acquirers—and 

the losing bidders that have publicly listed parent bank holding company. In Panel B, the sample consists of the winner 

subsample of Panel A. The regression controls include failed-bank characteristics—Failed Bank Size and Failed Bank 

Tier 1 Capital Ratio—and acquirer bank holding company characteristics—Relative Size, ROA, Capital Ratio, and 

Distance between the acquiring bank and the failed bank. Relative Size is the ratio of failed bank total assets over the 

book value of bank holding company (BHC total assets) in the last fiscal year end before the failure dates. ROA is 

Compustat item EBITDA over BHC total assets. Acquirer BHC Capital Ratio is the book leverage—book value of 

equity over total assets. Failed States only identify California, Georgia, Illinois, and Florida, versus all the others. All 

variables are winsorized at the 1st and 99th levels. Robust standard errors are presented in the parentheses and clustered 

at the level of the failed bank’s states. ***, **, and * represent statistical significance at 1%, 5%, and 10% levels. 

Panel A. Bidder bank holding company abnormal returns CAR (-1,+1) 

 Obs. Mean t-stat. Std. Dev. 25th Percentile Median 75th Percentile 

All 580 0.0047** (2.7802) 0.0411 -0.0181 -0.0005 0.0205 

Winner 201 0.0206*** (5.6526) 0.0518 -0.011 0.0098 0.0408 

Loser 379 -0.0037* (-2.3008) 0.0311 -0.0208 -0.0048 0.0143 

Winner-Loser  0.0243*** (6.1008)     

 

Panel B. Winner bank holding company abnormal returns CAR (-1,+1) 

  (1) (2) (3) (4) 
 Acquirer CAR (-1,+1) 

Lobbying Regulators > 0 -0.0270** -0.0091*   

 (0.0091) (0.0034)   

Lobbying Regulators   -0.0020* -0.0007** 
   (0.0007) (0.0002) 

Controls No Yes No Yes 

Quarter Fixed Effects Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Failed Bank State Fixed Effects Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Adjusted R-squared 0.026 0.251 0.025 0.251 

Observations 201 198 201 198 

 

 


